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New Grading'
System

Trustee's View of Bryant
has wgrked his way'up to his
current position as Executive
Everyone undoubtedly has Vice President for the firm.
heard of the Bryant College
Until six years ago, Tillinghast
Board of Trustees. But many are was out of touch with Bryant In
unsure of who the trustees are;
1972 he was asked to speak at a
and what their purpose really is.
senior luncheon which was his
THE ARCHWAY was' for
first step tovvard a renewed
tunate enough
to have an
interesf in his alma mater. The
interview with Waner
next year he was elected to the
Tillinghast, Vice Chairman of Alumni Council, and in 1975 he
the Board of Trustees, and have
became an Alumni REpresen
a chance to see Bryant from a
tive on the Board of Trustees. It
trustee's perspective.
, was this year that he was voted in
Mr. Tillinghast graduated
as a direct member r,f the board.
from Bryant in 1953 with a
. 'T he 'Board' of T rbstees has 21
General Business degree, with
emphasis in finance.
He members that meet four times
immediately went to .work for an annually to establish the goals;
ad agency, eventually becoming objectives and general policies of
assistant account· executive. the college. Tillinghast would
'After three years with the like to see the Trustee get "more
company, Tillinghast' became in touch" with students and the
tired of the travel involved in his' campus so they would have an
improved persp.ective of the
job and decided to ~ettle down.
In 1956 he went to work for Bryant community. Tillinghast
Spalding Co. in Providence, and war ns that it would be
By Ron Bunce

By Philip N. Lucey
Upon ret urning to school this
year Bryantonians were
confron!.ed with numerous
changes affecting various
aspects of student l;fp., ,One of
the most confusing.
,Ie new
grading system whIch has
officially been adopted.
,
'
In actuality, the new grading
system is simply a modification
of the old system which calls for
the addition of three half-grades:
A/B, B/C, C/O each having a
value of 3.5, 2.5, & ' 1.5
respectively. The new system
falls somewhere between the old
four-point system and the 12
point system which seems to split
hairs in its preciseness.
Hopefully, this modification is a
good compromise and will help
to alleviate the inaccuracies
associated with the old svstem.
However, it remains to ~ seen if
tudent will gain any real
benefit from the new system.
ID the past stu enu were at the
rey of the four-point system.
The end of the semester
presented border-line students
with the harrowing task oftrying
to boost their averages a full
grade. The deciding factor being
the final exam and or the
patronage of the instructor. As
the semester drew to a close,
some became increasingly
obsequois trying desperately to
make up for months of apathy
and cut classes. Perhaps, now
with only a half grade at stake
the end of the semester will place
less pressure on students and
finals will become less of a
nightmare and begin to assume
more realistic proportions.
The need for the change has
been felt by various groups
within the college community,
each seeing the need for change
from a different perspective.
The real impetous for the
modification was generated by
the Committee on College
O rganization (COLO) headed
by Doctor Wood. Some of the
faculty found that they needed a
way to differentiate between the
low B and the high B. However,
some faculty especially those

teachers more su bjective
subjects said that they could
never hope to be that precise in
the determination of grades. So,
although the new system has
been "officially" adopted, there
will be faculty who will continue
to grade according to the old
system.
Any new policy enacted
within the school ' will have
certain long range effects which
cannont be anticipated at the
time they are put into action. '
This holds for the new grading
system, one of the things the
administrators will have their
eye on is grade inflation . . Grade
inflation is a little , known
phenomenon in academia which
means the average grade moves
from C (2.0) up to C+ (2.5) for
example.
A movement like this could
concieveably distort the proper
mathematical distribution of
grades causing them to carry an
iaflated value. If this is the case
school administrators could be
prompted to re-examine
requirements for Dean's List.
However; none of these effects
may actually materialize which
will leave new system where the
old one left off.
Student reaction to the new
grading system is mixed most.
Most seem to be more cQnfused
than anything. The students that
claim to have understanding
seem to like the accuracy of the
system, but don't like the idea
that they can only jump half
grades & not full grades. The
new system may seem to be just
what some people were hoping
for. Hoping that it will make
significance in their grades.
A word of caution however
should be registered. Years ago
a previous president converted
all grades to numbers and
compared the averages for a four
~iod ~nd found out that th~re
~ dS no appreciable difference.
So while the new grading system I
may have satisfied some short
term needs or those who though
the change would be beneficial it
may be that the long term I
difference is nominal.

Boulet I'n jured in Fire
Contributions are being taken on Friday and
Saturday in the Rotunda for Dr. Arthur Boulet,
Associate Professor of Science, after he suffered first
and second degree burns Monday night in a fire at his
home in North Attleboro, Mass.
er. Boulet received burns on his shoulders, chest,
and face, and is now out of the hospital and
recuperating at a neighbor's house in North
Attleboro. He hopes to return to Bryant within two
or three weeks. We wish him a healthy and speedy
recovery.

A
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potentially dangerous ' for a
Trustee to sit in on some clases
and / or talk to students. The
trustee may get a one-sided view
of the school. He also points out
that most o~ the Trustees have
occupational commitments
with time constraints. '
Regardless of these problems'
Tillinghast hopes that th~
Trustees will become better
acquainted with its needs~
There are now 17 members on
the Board and there is currently
a search being conducted to fill
the four vacancies. Prospective
Trustees should be willing to
-offer a commitment to the
college and also be willing to
serve on at least one fo the
Trustee committees.
Mr.
Tillinghast generalized the
criteria for selection as the "3
W's", wealth, a worker, and
Wisdom.
coni. 10 p. 2 col. 2
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By Jay Metzger
For those of you who were
here last year, you'll recall
the first open house at
t.he then new Counseling
Center. Well, on Wednesday of
last week they held the second
open house. So, I went back to
once again find out what the
Counseling Center is all about.
While the open house may be
said to be for new students only,
it was actually for everyone. Its
purpose \>las to acquaint
students with the Center itself,
what it is doing, and'
what it will be doing for the
Bryant Community. The Center
consists of New Directions, II
Chaplaincy Center, and a Talent
Development Center. There has
been much expansion over the
past year with more to come. It
is hoped that this expansion will
make the Center more effective
in dealing with the Bryant
. community.
But in all the expansion and
planning, there is still a
recognition problem.
. Continually, the Center is
referred to as "that building
behind the Dorms." And within
that seems to plague the Center
the Center itself, New Directions
is hidden in a sort of mythical
fog. Not many people know it
exists, much less know what it
does. Well that will be ended
right here and now.
New
Directions is students helping
students.
It's a place where
students can come and talk to
someone about their problems,
or whatever else t hey may desire.
And not only are they good
listeners. but because of a more
extensive training program, they
are better able to help you cope

with•the problem, or whatever
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Counseling Center. But thi~ is
far from definite.
troubles you.
,
There is one major problem
Another aspect of New
Directions is their tutorial that seems to plagur the Center,
program. Again, it's students that being anonymity. Students
helping students. But there is just don't seem to know what is
great demand among Bryant down there "behind the Dorms."
onians for tutors. Even though Most feel that you have to have
there is a large number of tutors a big problem to benefit from the
to handle the demand more are Center. This is far from the
needed. I think you know what truth. Sure, if you have a big
I'm driving at. So, help out if problem, go on down. But if a
minor problem is bothering you,
you can.
Getting back to the Center in then you qualify to be assisted in
general. For the fall, the Center finding an answer.1 All you have
is a diverl>e array ,of workshops. to do, is walk down to "that
Eve..!),thing from Transcendental building behind the Dorms."
So, if you weren~t able to make
Meditation, to Stress Manage
ment. Also, there are plans to it down on Wednesday, don't
expand a woman's group fret. Because you'll"flever miss
workshop into a woman's center the open house, it goes on year
that will occupy p~rt of the round.
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THE OPINIONS
Election Information
Poorly Placed
Gentlemen :

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
There seems to have been some confusion
concerning the policy of THE ARCHWAY towards
providing free advertising for college departments
and student organizations. This is partially due to
our failure to make this known on a general level,
which is here being done. Very simply, our policy is,
as of this week: We no longer will, ever.
,

This system was arrived at THE ARCHWAY
Editorial Board in reaction to the tendency of many . _
in the college to expect this newspaper to provide
virtually unlimited time and space to advertise their
various concerns. There is no equitable way to
allocate space other than according to the
economic laws of supply and demand. Covered by
this decision are all display-type items to be run in
the paper, including all boxed items. The reasons
why this system is necessary are simple: We have a
strictly limited amount of time to spend on the
production of this newspaper and setting free ads is
a severe imposition on this. Additionally, the time
spent on display material, which generally must be
produced by our small ad staff, detracts from the
manpCM'er available to sell and set up the ads we
must have to meet our financial constraints.
While we will doubtless be accused of failing to
fulfill our proper role in the publicizing of events to
the Bryant community, I do not consider this to be
the case. We always welcome submissions in the
form of articles. (These do,. of course, require more
effort on the sponsor's part.) THE ARCHWAY never
refuses to print legibly written anKles, in good taste
and of general interest, which are submitted on
time. THE ARCHWAYS rate sheet for advertising is
always available in our office. The line must be
drawn somewhere for our self-preservation.
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As chairperson of the Election
Committe I was deeply upset at
the placement of the article on
Freshman Elections. Some thing
as important as an article
containing vital information as
to election rules and procedure
for our NEW students should
not be stuck on the third page. I
cannot see why "Bryantoian
Running for State House" or
"Silence at 91 .5" coui'd make
front page news 01 our supposed
student newspaper, when there is

a forthcoming student election
growing at Hryant.
Perhaps I am this upset
because it was only last semester
that I ran for Senate Treasurer

r

,

_cI {.j (,

and was forced to be a write-in
candidate for the seat, because of
poor pUblicity. This year I have
taken over the election process.
In doing so I have publicized it '
on WJMF, put a poster up in the
Dear Editor
Rotunda, and sent an article to
• the Archway explaining the
I am writing this letter hoping
election rules and processes, it will draw the attention of Jerry
(besides allowing ampJe time for
Ramos and/ or Pete Barlow, but
election registration.) This
also I wish to let fellow students
proved to be the second semester into something I find disturbing.
in a row that Student Senate
Last Saturday evening my
Elections, a vital cog in the friends and I were enjoying yet
Student - Administration another adventure in the
relations, failed to make front
culinary treat at the hands of
page news. Maybe this situation Saga. While WE' were eating we
could be rectified in the future .
watched the Greek picnic slowly
Thank You for your time
wane. Only a few TE men were
John Healy, Senate Chairperson left kicking soccer balls and
tossing frisbees. It seemed to me
of Elections
that they were playing
dangerously close to the glass of
the dining hall, but frats do like
to keep a high profile. Suddenly,
a dull thud resounded as a soccer
chances of it being put on the ball impacted on one pane of
from page would have been glass. Everyone at my table was
greatly increased. I agree with surpnsed to see a sizable crack in
John that the article was more the glass. As we surveyed the
important than some of the ones damage the responsible parties
printed on page one. But at I continued to play undaunted;
slowly the crack grew until it was
a.m.in the morning - or later! 
quite
pronounced. We llmshed
it's kind of hard to remember all
dinner
and left, as far as we could
the articles we have and which
are more news worthy. The staff determine no one in any official
works hard just to get the paper capacity had taken note of the
in decent shape. We know there crack .
Damage to the school
are a lot of things which could be
better - but at 4 a .m. who can facilities done by anonymous
work any longer? (Yes, - we parties results in cost of repair
really did get last week's paper being passed on to students.
finished at that time!) Maybe if After seeing some of the insane
we had a (w mo re pc pie d e ·tr uction 'aused b ' cert ai n
helping out with the paper it unknown student 1 do not
could be done to everyone's intend for this damage to go
satisfaction. But with less than unaccounted for. It is amazing to
one percent of the student body me that the parties responsible
producing a paper for the entire made no visible attempt to noti fy
Bryant community, it is rather anyone of the damage. I can only
difficult to please everyone. It is wonder what would h a ve
even rather difficult to prod uce a happened had the entire pane
newspaper at all! But you have shattered, falling onto diners
been lucky to date - -we haven't below, surely injuries would
have resulted. This letter is not
given up (yet!)
intended
to put down
Speaking to John and the
fraternities.
I am only
entire Bryant Community. if you
considering
their
supposed
ita l
want someting done in a certain
way how about stopping by and role in the college community.
helping? We can use a lot of help This behavior seems quite
irresponsible not to be expected
- and everyone is welcome.
of the pillars of our community.
Candy l.aBombard
Sincerely,
Asst. Production Manager

Unclaimed
Damage

An Explanation...
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the
letter on this page fr.om John
Healy. I feel John was justly
upset about the article
concerning Freshmen Senate'
elections. These elections are an
unimportant part of student life,
here at Bryant, and in this
instance concerned one-fourth
of the Bryant Student
population.
As a member of The Archway
staff, however, I in no way regret
what we did concerning the
placem t Of the article . The
a rticle was turned in ea rly and
did have "Front Page" written
across the top. But that was on
the submitted copy
once the article is typed we don't
see anything but the exact
article. The production crew,
who ' does the positioning of the
articles. had no idea that John
wanted it on the front page! In
order to insure that the article
was at least considered for the
front page (nothing is definite
John
until late Thursday!)
should have stopped in and
talked to both the Editor and the
Production Editor. This way it
would have been in the minds of

both or these people. and the

Howard Rourk

Trustee

FR6NKLY SPEAKING
frank
I'D L1KE 10 t::N?~ WHO ALL
7UE5E COLL~GE GUVg IN
m5SE 5(JR\JEC{G ARE lNHO
~V~ SUC)..{ G RE"AT
SCI< L\\Jc£',·

cant . from p. I col. 5
As for long-term expansion at
Bryant. Tillinghast says there is
nothing being discussed
concerning new buildings. The
main project now is the
construction of Dorm III. The
enrollment level is considered to
be optimal and no increases are
forseen. Tillinghast asserts that
sustaining tne enrollment will
not hinder internal changes in
the courses or curriculum
structure currently in use.
.Mr. Tillinghasts' desire for
better cOll)munication with
students and his sincere concern
for the future of Bryant should
make his contributions to the
college especia lly valuable.
Student Handbooks for 1978-79
are now available to Commuter
Students in the Student Affairs
Office, Monday throu gh Friday,
8:30 a. 1U -4;)0 P·n\1

'.'
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Management Development Bowling Continues Despite Breakdown
Begins Fifth Year
Courtesy of Public Affairs
The Bryant College Centerfor
Management Development
began its fifth year on September
15. Designed to provide
management . training and
development services for all
levels of management in the
public and private sectors, the
Center offers one, two, and
three-day seminars taught by
professional consultants and
college faculty members from
throughout the country. The
program topics range from
Assertiveness Skills for
Secretaries and Administrative
Assistants. and Leadership
Skills in Health Care
Organizations to Computers for
the Non-Computer Manager
and Labor Relations for
Supervisors. Programs are
planned to help new managers
start their careers properly, to
assist others with new
responsibilities, and to refine the
skills of the experienced
manager and executive by
alerting them to new develop-

ments .
The Center also coordinates
intensive long-term tralnmg
programs for individual
corporations, including Textron
and Deloitte, Haskins and Sells.
One of the growin~ areas of
educational services offered by
the Center is the design of
management programs to meet
the specific needs of indivdidual
client organizations.
Calendars announcing t"e fall
seminars were sent out to more
than 20,000 business, industry,
health care. finance and non
profit organizations throughout
the New England area. The
Center will offer more than 100
public programs this year, in
addition to special conferences.
in-house programs, and other
related activities.
,The Center for Management
Development annually hosts the
Income Tax Seminar for
Practioners, in conjunction with
the Internal Revenue Service.
state and national associations
of accountants. and the Rhode
Island Bar Association.

LIBERTY LINES-,

For several days the game room has only been' photo on the left shows a bowler during the tryouts;
able to offer two lanes for bowlers. The delay in on the right, Nibs and"Tut re-set the pins for the
next strike.
repairing the two broken pin-setters was because'
The mechanic looked at the damage on Thursday
the mechanic was not immediately available.
and will return Friday to repair the machines in
To handle tryouts for the varsity bowling team,
the two broken lanes had to be manually reset. The

Giving
Away
America
WASHINGTON (Liberty Lobby
News Service)-Some columnists
and commentators are complain
ing that free enterprise in America
is operating at an annual loss be
cause too much attcntion has bcen
paid to profit and not survival.
Well, the argument is valid, up
to a point. If competition from
foreign manufacturers is more
than the domestic market can
stand, it's time for ' another
explosion in s<:ience and tech·
nology. If there isn't enough
powder in the magazine to provide
an explosion, we simply arc going
to have to look at those decisions
(
which provided our competitors
with the wherewithal to compete
with us .
Most Americans think approv
ingly of our efforts. following
World War II. and the a's tonishing
recovery of Japan and Germany on
top of a devastating and destruct
ive military campaign made
possible by the industrial might of
the .S, Even toda\'. it's hard to
h nd n America n \\ hn is adama nt
I~' l'ritical of Japan's e xpertise in
electronics and Germany's auto
mobile building.
What goes against thc grain for
almost an~'one you talk to is giving
our technological know-how to our
enemies. And it is still going on,
as it has ever since World War II
.. ' and it's hurting LIS today.
Americans. .e~'Cing short -term
profits. have virtuall.v given away
basic technical knowledge that the
communist nations arc now using
as an economic weapon-which
reduces American jobs. industrial
production and living standards .
Most commentators concerning
themselves with the problem vent
. he ·r ..,plce r, or. J apan , T he argu
ment is that when we sell our basic
know-how abroad and it comes
hack with tremendous impact on
our economy, then the govern
ment has to step in .
Well. of course . American
electronic knowledge transferred
to Japan has led to somewhat
iron ic circu m st an ~s. The: U.S ..
wh i h used to supply tWe vo Id

Photographs by Fran Erba ,

time for the Monday afternoon beginning of
intramurals.

Jewish
Holidays

Sick! Sick! Sick!

with television sets. dO",C;f1't
even make them anymore.
Now, the industrial develop
ment of Japan. Taiwan and West
Germany may be surpassed by the
oil producing nations which have
accumulated the wealth to buy
technology on an unprecedented
scale. Says one knowledgeable
observer in Washington: "Saudi
Arabia is importing large amounts
of know-how, goods and services
from us and others. and thiS large·
scale transfer of technology could
well reshape the economic map of
the world."
This is probably true, for the
huge jump in oil prices in 1973
resulted mainly from American
petroleum rompanies transferring
their knowledge to the Arabs.
But what is more important. and
is largely ignored by the national
press or even the public relations
flacks of the major companies
involved . is the sale and transfer
of our knowledge and technical
expertise to the communists.
With th Japanese and the West
Germans we were. in a sense,
supporting American interests,
ideologically if not economically.
But what in God's name forces us
to . <;cll 0111' secrets to the com
munists . . . who, will usc the
information against us . and never
e\'cn den~' that's exactly what they
arc doing?
Short term prolits over long
term national intere<;ts are some
thing the government could well
get interested in. But if you talk
to the State Department. there is
no difference between the Soviet
Union and its satellite nations,
Red China , Cuba and the Marxist
Third World and the Free Enter
prise 1I.::I;on" of Free Chi na Ol •
Taiwan. Japan. West Germany
and Latin America.
They all have dollars to send
home to America . And that
should tell you something.
Reader's comments are welcome.
Please pas. alon. any points
view to
Liberty Lobby, Dept. 9/15, 300 Indepen
Ave.. S . .."., ~1I8hinlJlon, D.C.
20003

....I;e
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Most people realize that
Bryant has some sort of health
services. After all. most of us
realize that no one seems to have
a room on the lower level of
Beberian Hall, Dorm 6, and
those who check GO see medical
looking people in there.
What most people don't
realize is how extensive health
services are. They include vision
care, T.B., or mono testing, Pap
smears, allergy injections, and
V.D. treatment, in addition to
the standard ' treatment for
minor illnesses or injury. They
can also make referrals. In
addition, they also handle -all
student insurance claims.
The service is free for the
entire Bryant community
including commuters, being
funded by the College and
Student Service fees. Hours are 8
a.m. to II p.m., 1 days a week,
during the fall and spring

"God Squad"
Changes
Name
The Bryant College Folk
group that plays each week at the
Sunday religious services has
decided to change its name.
After a motion was made to that
effect, the vote of the group was
unanimous to change the name.
However, no one at the time had
a proposal for a, new name, so a
week was set aside to think up
the new name. Five new names
were th~ prop~<! aI1d voted
on. The winner? -- "TRINITY
SINGERS". Although the vot e
was close (Between "Trinity
Singers" and "New Horizons"),
the majority went along with
"Trinity Singers". Although it
will take some time to get used to 
the new name, nevertheless, the
old God Squad and the new
Trinity Singers will still bring
about the same objective: to

• semesters. A physician is
available two hours each dav
Monday thru Friday. During
Wintersessions and Summer
Ses ions the hours are 8 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. weekdays. S t op in
sometime when you're under the
weather!!

Morahan
Receives Ph.D
Janet Morahan successfully
,presented her dissertation on
May 9, 1918 and received her
Ph.D. from Boston College on
September I. Her dissertation
topic was "The Relationship of
Fertility Values and Selected
Personality Variables."
Congratulations to Dr.
Morahan come from through
out the Bryant Community on
her achievement.

Rosh Hashanah and Yom
Kippur are Holy Days on w"hich
it is customary for observant
Jews to attend worship services
and refr ai n from sec ular
activities. The observance of
these Holy Days begins at sunset
of the preceding evening. Rosh
Hashanah is October 2 and 3 and
Yom Kipper is October II.
Faculty members are
requeste.d not to schedule
examinations on these holidays
and the day preceding and to
assure students who miss classes
because of the Holy Day
observance that they will have an
opportunity to make up work.
(Freshman observing Jewish
Holy Days are allowed excused
cuts; and under our present
attendance policy, upperclass
men observing Jewish Holy,
Days may ' be absent from
classes.)
•

Fatherless Boys Need
Helping HandEach year brings an increase
of fatherless boys into the Big
Brothers of Rhode Island
Program.. The need this year is
greater than in the past because
of the number of Little Brothers
who remain unassigned for the
lack of a Big Brother. With the
expected increase of Little
Brothers who will be unassigned
this fall, the need for new Big
Brothers become imperative.
The aim of the Big Brothers is to
give a young boy the
opportunity to futher his growth
and development through a
relationship with a male adult. A
relationship he does not have
because of the absence of a
father in his home.
A "Little Brother'" is a boy
between the ages of1 and 14 who
needs friendship, affection,
counsel, and someone to
emulate. The Big Brothers offer
their service under the
supervision of a social worker

and is directed toward helping
the volunteer ""Big Brother"
initiate, sustain and improve his
relationship with his Little
Brother.
Judge Luther M . Youngdahl
of the U.S . District Court for the
District of Columbia, in
speaking of Big Brothers has
stated: "Every child craves
friendship, recognition.. and
adventure. Big Brothers of
America is one of the most
effective prevc;ntive organiza
tions in providing these pre
requisites to boys who have not
been the recipients of them
through normal home life. Big
Brothers are engaged in the
greatest conservation of all- The
Conservation of our Youth."
Will you make a positive,
constructive commitment to
help the needy boys in our
, community?
Call 122-6300 today and lend
your suppo rt.
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THE ORGANIZATIONS

I

BRYCOL NEWS

Brycol is pleased to announce
the election of two new Directors
to the Board J..W.a. Laine and
Lisa Meyer. The two students
were elected as employee
representatives to the Board at a
meeting this past Tuesday of all
Brycol employees. Congratula
tions and welcome to Lisa and
Liisa.
A reminder: Applications for
the vacant Director seat are due
back at the Brycol House by
Tuesday , September 26. If you
haven't returned your's yet (or
haven't picked it up yet and are
interested in being on the
Board), you'd better hurry. l.ate
applications will not be
accepted.

think you have something you 'd
like to contribute, start working
on it now. Auditions will be held
on Tuesday. October 17 at 4:00
in the auditorium.
Coming even sooner to the
c.c. is Brycol 's Mug Club. It
starts next Wednesday,
September 27. Mugs can be
purchased for S2.00: then they
will be filled that night for
25¢. The number 01 mugs is
limited. so be sure to arrive early.
While speaking of the.
Comfort. mention must be made
once again of the problem of
writing carving on the
bathroom walls . Anyone caught
doing this will be suspended
fromtheC.C.foronefullyear.lf
you must write someplace. try
In the making right now is a out the chalkboards which have
Brycol-sponsored Talent Show, been installed for this purpose.
In case yOU haven't been into
scheduled for October 24 in the
Comfort. If you - or a grol!Q. -:.. . the Boutique lately, a lot of the
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new merchandise ha~ arrived.
Stop in and get a headstart on
your Christmas shopping. While
you're there. be sure to take a
look at the handmade afghan,.
You can order one in any color
or color-blend you want. But
they'll take at least three weeks
to make. so if you decide you'd
like one as a gift (for a friend.
grandparents. or even for
yourself!). be sure to place your
order soon .
Also going on sale soon in the
Boutiyue will be the tickets for
the trip to Newport on Saturday.
November 14. Posters will soon
be up announcing the exact date
of sale. The tickets will cost
$13.00. which includes roundtrip
bus fare, tours of several
mansions, and a boat tour. Saga
has agreed to pack a lunch and
supply soda for those who have

our annual computer - dating
ni'ixer (with a revised
questionnaire!!).
fund-raising
projects. and guest speaker to
talk on career related topics.
,All majors are invited to
attend. Get involved - sha re
your ideas - give us your
Sll pport!
Officers of the DPMA this year
are:
Bill Wedeking - President
Kevin Cyr - Vice- President
JoAnn Adinolfi - Secretary
Janet Eichelman- Treasurer

Are you looking ' for a
different. refreshing, exhila
rating. and unforgettable
experiance on campus? Do you
like to travel and visit new
places? Do you like outdoor
barbecues, and dinners where
you taste foods from all nations?
Do you like to dance, taste
wines, make new friends, and
have a great time? If you do then
we've got something for you!
Come on over to the
INTENATIONAL STUDENT

ORGANIZATlON'S wine and
cheese party this Tuesday at 3: 15
in Conference rooms Band C
and your dreams might come
true!! This event is for everybody
from all nations of the world
(especially the U.S.A.) who want
to get together, exchange ideas
and backgrounds, organize
activities. and have fun doing it.
Don't miss the party and be sure
to read next week's WHA rs
NEW article about the club
developments.

IInternational Student Organization I
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EXPERIENCE
THE MERRY FESTIVAL AT

The Data Processing
Management Association
announces its first meetingofthe
semester on Wednesday.
September 27 at 3:30 in Room
361. Any new memqcrs and
especially freshmen. as well as
returning members. are urged to
attend.
In association with the patent
chapter 0 f DPMA in
Providence. Bryant has the only
student - based organintion out
of all Rhode Island colleges.
This year, we will concentrate on
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The Spanish word Jai Alai means MERRY FESTIVAL
and that's just what we offer you here at Newport Jai Alai
Monday Matinees:

All senior citizens admitted FREE.

Monday Evenings:

Bar, Restaurant, Hotel/Motel
Night - Employees bring your
pay stub or any ID showing your
place of employment and receive
FREE admission and a FREE
reserved seat.

Tuesdays: LADIES NIGHT

All ladies FREE admission and a
FREE reserved seat.

Wednesdays: BEER NIGHT
Thursdays: QUINIELA NIGHT

16 oz. Bud or Busch draught beer
tor only 25 cents.
Receive a FREE quiniela ticket
with the purchase of a reserved
seat and WIN on us!

Saturday: MATINEES:

All senior citizens admitted FREE.

PLANNING AN EVENING OUT FOR YOUR GROUP?
Contact our public relations department
and find out about our fabulous group plans
tor both your seating and dining pleasure
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EVENINGS MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY DOORS OpeN AT 6:30 P.M.
MATINEES AS SCHEDULED 12:00 NOON
ADMISSIONS FROM $1.00 - SORRY NO ONE UNDER 18
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sandwiches or a meat platter. It's
all up to you. If you're interested,
just stop by the Brycol House
and pick up the Special Events
form which has to be filled out
and returned.
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The ~ext meeti~g of the
L.E.A. Will be held thls!uesday,
September 26, at 3: 15 In Room
261. There will be a general
meeting for all members. The
$~.OO yearly membership dues
Will be collected.
At . the pa~t office.rs and
athletiC committe meeting, the
sport event was re-scheduled and
new surveys will be sent out. It
was also brought to the attention
to the officers that due to the
recent ~tabbing. at the Adult
COrreC!lOn In~tltute (ACI) t~e
L..E.A. s tentatively planned tnp
Will have t? be postponed until
further n~tlce.
A. meet~ng of Lam~da Alpha
Epsilon Will ~ollow as soon as the
. L.E.A. ~eetmg ends.
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FOLLOW THE SIGNS ·TO THE NEWPORT BRIDGE
150 ADMIRAL KALBFUS ROAD
NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND

We would like to invite all
students and facuIty who are
interested in helping this
organization to come to our
meeting, give your ideas, or just
come and enjoy. Look for the
exact time and place in the
rotunda.
Friday Night Services will be
held at 6:00 p.m. in the
auditorium e ry
riday and
again, ~II are invited to

functi;'~~C~OL~;OUNT~; HCO ~ FORtrel

§

SOME KEY NUMBERS
For Reservations Call 849-5000
Out-ot-State Call Toll Free 1-800-556-6900
For Jai A/ai Results 24 Hours A Day Dial 847-2922

Hillel held its first Friday
Night Service on September, 15.
We were very pleased to see
familiar faces as well as some
new oItes.
Now that the semester is
underway, we will also be
holding our regular meetings
once each week, rotating
Monday through Thursday at
3; 15 in Room lSJ.
have
many good ideas for events a nd

~
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m
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· • Jai Alai Gift Boutiaue • Cocktail Service. Telewagers • Closed Circuit TV co ·

I

The Mar k e tin g C I u b
announces its second meeting of
the semester to be held on
Monday September 28th at 3: 15
in Room 254.. Committees will
be decided. Also, plans will be
discussed for the first speaker for
the emester.
As always, all
majors are invited to attend.
Don't forget.
.

IECON -FINANCE & P.A.I

. '

•

I--T-h-e-E-c-o-n-6-m-I-'c-s,"'F~i-n-a-nc-e-,-a~nd

Public Adm. Clu~ will hold its
first meeting of the year on
Tuesday Sept. 26 at 12:00 in
Room 353 .
Topics for discussion will
include Economics and Finance
Day and the Possibilty of

st~rting
~n Eco~omlcs NEW
and
Fmance mternshlp.

MEMBERS WELCOME
The Investment Club will hold
its first meeting on Wed. Sept. 27
at 3: 15 in Room 353.
Discussion will consist of the
Meeting Thursday, Septem
current portfolio and possible
ber 28 at 3: 15 in Conference
substitutions for it.
NEW MEMBERS WEL(,OME Room 386 A& B.

Delta Omega
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THE STUDENT SENATE
PRESIDENT~S
I would like to comment on
the involvement of Bryant
Students. Many clubs have been
coming to the Senate to be
recognized. The commuter
organization alone had over 70
people at its first meeting. This is
a step in the right direction of
involvement. If you have a
hobby or activity that you would
like to share with others--start a
club. Stop in the Senate office
and someone will help you.
Parent's Weekend and
October-Acquaintafest is
approaching. Cathy Kirk and
Cathv Anderson along with the
Pare~t's Weekend Committee
have really worked hard and the
weekend looks exciting. I hope

CORNER

everyone is having their parents
come since the weekend is
designed for them.
On a closing line, if you have
something on your mind, don't
forget the SENATE LINE. This
is a service for you, the Bryant
student. We are waiting for your
ideas and questions.
Enjoy the weekend. There is
plenty of things going on.
There's a mixer Friday night and
Saturday night "Otto and Phil"
will be in the Salmanson Dining
Hall. Get yourself involved.
Sincerely,
Sharon McGarry
Student Senate President

Student Senator - Cathy Kirk
By Susan Bitzer
Cathy Kirk, a name made
infamous during the Senate
elections last year by the catchy
slogan "Captain Kirk", is now in
the spotlight at Bryant College.
Cathy, t:le middle child of a
family of si~. four brothers and
two sisters, "beamed aboard"
from Crestwood, New York. She
is attempting a double major 
Office Administrationl Legal
Secretarial. Some of Cathy's
actiNities include working in the
school library, playing on the
Swiller's intramural sports
teams, being a Sophomore
Senator, playing the piano, and
of course, socializing. The very
independent Senator also finds
time to work on committees such
as Pa.rent's Weekend, C;om
mencement, Ways and Means,
and Publications.

Most people spent the summer
of .978 relaxing as far away
from Bryant College as possible,
but not Cathy Kirk . As you
might remember from the flier
you received this summer, Cathy
is co-chairperson with Cathy
Anderson on the Parent's
Weekend Committee for this
year. Cathy spent· several
weekends taking care of the
major bookings witli Rodney
Q. Where is the Senate Office?
wea"k'compared to last year.ls Dangerfield, hypnotist .James
A. The Senate Office is located
this due to the building of the Mapes, and the great 16 piece
in the left hand corner of the
new dorm? Can this situation Jazz Band of Duke Bellaire. The
be improved?
first floor on the same side of
purpose of Parent's Weekend.
the Rotunda as the Faculty
A. The lowered water pressure in sponsored by the Student
Offices. Feel free to stop by
the shower is due to the
any time.
mineral buildup over the
summer, and is not affected by
Q. I am a freshman running fora
the new dorm. This problem
seat in the Senate and am
can be solved by cleaning the
wondering what dates the
balarn:e pistons in the shower
elections will be held on?
head . If you find this to be a
problem in your suite, have
A. Elections will be held on
your RA fill out a work order
Tuesday the 10th and
October 21,22,23
which will be submitted to
Wednesday the 11th of
The time is fast approaching;
maintenance.
Maintenance
October. Note: Freshman
entertainers are being booked,
will act on this situation as
nomination papers are.due no
plans are being made, and hotel
soon as possi ble.
later than Friday, 12 Noon,
reservations are hard to come
September 22.
by! If you want to take part in
Q. Is it possible to get some sort developing the best Parents
Q. Where do Juniors get the
of outlet in the pit where Weekend Bryant has ever had,
election forms if they are
popcorn and other electrical contact Cathy Anderson, Box
considering the seat on the
appliances can be used?
1055, or Cathy Kirk, Box 2438
Senate?
A. We are presently looking into (Co-Chairpersons). Watch for
A. The forms are located on the
the possiblity of providing an · posters in the rotu-nda
counter in the left-hand corner
area where certain electrical advertising the meetings. Get
in the Senate Office.
appliances can be used. This involved!!
area would contain some sort I "TENTATIVE SCHEDULE"
Q. Where can we get Ice on
of counters, and the area
campus?
OCTOBER 20, 21, 22
around it would have to be
A. If you get permission first and
totally fireproofed . We are FRIDAY:
supply your own container,
also looking into the idea of a
Regisration
Saga will be of service to you.
new machine for the pit
Semi-Formal (Dining Hall)
conta ining various hot d rinks.
Wine & Cheese (Pub) with
Q. Where can we put our
Magician
bicycles? (We are sick of Q. What are the dates that
SATURDAY:
carrying them up three flights
parents weekend is being held
of stairs and then cluttering A. October 20.21.22.
Organizational Display
our suites with them.)
Coffee and Doughnuts
A. The Senate is looking into
Faculty Discussions
this problem. Two alter
If you have advice. comments. Soccer Game
natives being considered are:
questions, criticisms or just want Casino (Pub)
J) using the downstairs of the
to talk about what's happening RI Dance Troupe
gym or 2) using the warehouse
around your campus CALL US Mass
behind the unistructure.
Evening:
at 231-1200, Ext. 290.
When a policy is established
The Senate Line is here for all
Offician Welcome & Hcadliner
we will inform you at that
students to call in and express
(Gym)
timc .
their views. If you want to make
Hypnotist (Gym)
the Senate aware of your needs
as a student at Bryant--call and Mixer (Dining Hall)
Q. I am from the Accounting
tell us! That is what we are here Jazz Band,,(Pub)
Association and we do not
have a budget. How do we go
for, to represent our fellow Quiet Entertainment (CC)
students.
about having flyers run off?
Every week on theSenate page Mass
A. The Senate ~ill provide dittos
and will run them off. You can
d
r
·11
your answers
an k' rep lesd d'
WI I All I·nterested people should
S
h·
buy a package of ditto paper
appear. tartEt III mg
attend the n' ext Parent's
from the bookstore and the
290 an Y la
231-1200.
,
. ,
'11 bx l . '
f ' Iour
' h Weekend Comml·ttee meeting to
cost will come out of your
inqumcs WI
e put 011 I e Wit
ducs.
. find o ut how they can help to
names kept anonymous .
make this Parent's Weekend a
Your se nator is waiti ng to ~ success. Remember to check
Q . I noticed that the water
L-...;p:..r_es_s_u_re_s.;..;.rm;
.~ .;;..,;..A;t.....;.;1;P..t;.;.;.;;;..;.;.;W~3;;.M~~,"1.",,!PFN~~~~~_
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arent's
Weekend

Photograph by Fran. Erba
Student Senators Catby Kirk and Catby Anderson

Senate, is for parents to spend a
pleasant weekend with their kids
and to become more knowledge
able about Bryant life, both
academically and socially. Cathy
is confident that it will be a
fantastic time, but last minute
help is still needed. There is a
committee for each activity
planned, with the purpose of
insuring that things run
smoothly throughout the
weekend .. If anyone is interested
in helping out, Cathy asks that
you leave a note in her Senate
Box or P.O. Box 2438.
. When asked how she vie~ed
the response and enthusiasm
towards the Senate by her fellow
students, Cathy replied that she

s

felt the majority of students are.
capable of showing more spirit
than they have in the past. She
has noticed though, that people
respond to Senate issues more
this year than last year, but
Cathy still urges students with
.
gripes to voice them.
"Cathy, what is the biggest
problem you've encountered
since being elected to .the
Senate?" With an impish smile
she replied, "Coping with the
abuse received from my election
campaign! But really, although
it was corny and I received a lot
of abuse, the end justified the
means. I got what I wanted-a
seat in the Senate where I hoped
I could do something to help the
schooL"

c

By Fran. Erba a nd Ron Bunce
You might have thought you
saw one of this week's featured
Senators walking in last spring's
graduation procession. Well, you
did! Cathy Anderson, a Junior
Senator, received her A.S. with a
concentration in legal secretarial
studies. At Commencement
Cathy received the Bryant
College Typewriting Award for
her outstanding skills. The
reason Cathy is back with us this
year is because she is working
towards her B.S. in Office
Administration.
Cathy, soon to celebrate her
. 20th birthday on October 20th,
is from Needham, Mass. As she
enters her second term as a
Senator, Cathy is currently
involved in two college
committees. She is Secretary of
the Safety Committee and is also

The in/ormation on ·this page
was organized and compiled
by the ,Senate Publicity
Commillee. The Commiitee
is comprised ofthe following
Sophomore Senators: Sue
Bitzer. Fran Erbd. Carol
Gustamachio, Cindy Schmill.
and Joanne Ta II ers.a 1/.

a member of the Bookstore
Committee.
Cathy is Co-chairperson of
the new student Orien~ation 
Pathways '78. Cathy devoted
part of her summer working on
these two committees. As Co
chairperson and an Orientation
leader, Cathy felt Pathway '78
was a great success. When asked
to comment on Pathways Cathy
mentioned that there were
organizational problems and
that there were difficulties in
selling the program to the
Administration. Apparently the
Administration felt that if a new
student had a bad experience at
the Orientation or did not like
the atmosphere, that he or she
would not return in September.
However, the results show the
Administration's worries were
not justified.
Cathy feels that one of the best
parts of Pathways was the
"Savenger Hunt." This event
enabled the freshmen to
familiarize themselves with

cont. to p. 10. col. 3
Correction
Freshm"" !;iections are changed
to October 10 & 1 I, Tuesday &
Wednesday instead of 9 & 10
Because of the holiday.
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Last Year's
Seniors Did 
How About You?

Who's Who?
Student Senate
The Student Senate is the
recognized political body
organized for the purpose of
promoting both academic justice
and governing nonacademic
services and programs. It serves
as a channel of communication
between the students and the
Faculty and Administration.
It consists of an executive
board and a legislative body
elected by the students. Twenty
nine people combine together to
represent the student popUlation
at Bryant College. These
senators are:
President -Sharon McGarry
Vice President -Howie
Rappoport
Treasurer -Deanna Grader
Secretary -Stacie Scheuber
Speaker of the Council -Scott
Pinette
Senior Senators: Barry Dunn,
Jim Dunn, Thordis Janger, Zack .
Lyga, Scott Pinette, and Kathy
Saccocia.
Junior Senators: Cathy
Anderson, Rich Fennel, John
Healy, Nick Puniello, Robin
Punzi, and one Senator to be
elected.
Sophomore Senators: Sue
Bitzer, Fran Erba, Carol

Brycol
Brycol Student Services
Foundation, Inc. is a
progressive, non-profit
corporation divided from the
Student Senate. Incorporated
on February 21, 1975, it has
since provided invaluable
experiences and opportunities
Gustamachio, Cathy Kirk,
Cindy Schmitt, Joanne
Tattersall
Freshmen - Senators: To be
elected.
Through the years the Senate
has organized many Student
Activities with the funding ofthe
Student Activity fee. This fee
included in the tuition payment
'provides funding for most of the
activities at Bryant. Some of
these include popular movies,
allocating funds to suppon
recognized clubs, Parent's
Weekend, allocating funds for
the Student Programming
Board, and the Greek Letter
Council.
The Senate is an ever
changing body that deals with
new projects, new ideas and

The Student Programming
Board is strictly involved with
tbe programming of student
entertainment
and ' is
financially dependent on the
Senate. The SPB committees.
include: Lectural and Cultural
planning, Weekend Entenain
ment Events (such as mixers).
Mid-Week Entertainment
Activities (such as quiet
entenainment at the Pub),
Activities Planning (such as
Spring Weekend).
Because the Student Senate
found programming too time
consuming at regular Senate
meetings, it was decided to
create a -seperate board to deal
Workshops will be limited to with programming excusively.
7-8 students and will meet for I Originally, a Senate Committee
worked on programming and
hour.
this committee later developed
SESSIONS WILL BE HELD
the Student Programming
Board as we know it today.
Tues.
Sept. 19
12 to I
Wed.
Sept. 20
3:15
Headed by the Vice-President
Mon.
Sept. 25
3:15
of the Student Senate. SPB
Thun..
Sept. 28
12 to I
includes two Senate representa
Tues.
Oct. 3
12 to I. tives with voting rights. These
Wed.
Oct. 4
3:15
two Senators serve as liaisons
Please sign up a least 2' days
between the SPBand the Senate.
prior to your s~sion choice with
For more -Information on the
the Placement Office Secretary.
Student ?rogramming Board.
call the. Senate Office.

October
I The Late Show
4 Jeremiah J ohnsoii

8 Sailor Who Fell From Grace
II The Caine Mutiny
15 Telefon
18 Marx Brothers Night
22 Fun With Dick and Jane
25 Joe Kid
29 The Sentinenl

tion and personnel, Secretarial
work, management and Food
Operations control.
'"Brycol (which incidentaly
stood for Bry-ant Col-lege) is
completely student - run and is
financially independent from the
Senate. It was organized and
initiated by Bryant College
Students and is still under
complete student control. The
controllers of Brycol are the
Directors and Directorships
usually become available twice a
year.
This organization provides
many student services such as:
~efrigerator rental, the Country
Comfon. the Boutique, and ring
service. a mixoloBY COline, Ind
Binhday Cake service, and a
Travel Service.
Brycol also
offers an apprentice program
which is an educational oriented
service primarily for Freshmen.
For details and for more
information, call Brycol at 2311200 after three o'clock.

THEY KNEW HOW -- WILL
YOU??
• The group is limited to 25
students - classification 7 or 8
• Assignments, but no exams
• Group interaction, audio
cont. 10 p. 12 col. 1

TRI-NATURAL
COUNTRY STORE

February

September

includes Purchasing, Sales
Management, Accounting,
Advertising, Labor Coordina-

...•..•.••••.•.........•....•.•••..•...•..•..••••.......•......•.•.

MOV~ES
24 Last Remake of Beau Geste,
and Beau Geste
27 Doctor Zhivago

theory to a real-life situation.
some of the career - goal
experiences available to students

SPB

Resume Writing
Having problems with your
resume? Wondering w~t to
include and what to leave out?
Having difficulty deciding which
onaal .
approp . Ie {or
you?
The Career Planning and
Placement Office is offering
several workshops for interested
seniors on RESUME WRIT1NG. We will examine different
styles and work with you to help
make YOUR resume as effective
as possible.

for its members.
Brycol is
designed and developed to allow
students to apply classroom

student involvement. For more
information on the Student
Senate call the Senate Line at
231-1200 ext. 290.

Do you know how to best deal
with the dynamics of the job
market?
.; Will work be wor~, and
satisfaction and reward reserved
for six o'clock and on weekends?
Do you realize that the
average working span is some
, 10,000 days? These days may be
incredibly unproductive for you
if you were to spend this time in
activities that were essentially
unfulfilling. Truth is that, fo r
most students, precious little
!time is spent during your total
educational experience learning
how to translate personal
interest, personality character
istics, traits and aptitudes into
satisfying work.
Recognizing that you
probably have little-to-no
training or preparation in the
strategies or techl!iques for
dealing with your work, we
have put together an innovative
program to meet. this need.
Among others, the sessions
presented will be:
• Analyzing Your Interests,
Skills and Attitudes.
• Determination.
• Preparation and Organization
of a Successful Job Search
Strategy.
• Preparation for Successful Job
Interviews.
• The Company Experience and
Evaluating Job Offers.
• Campus to Job: The
Transition.
If this program is for you, let
us know by dropping in to the
Career Planning and Placement
Office, in the Student Affairs
area, before Friday, September
22. Sign up with the Placement
Secretary.
Two seminar series were held
last year for Seniors 

4 Coma

7 Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice
II Julia
14 Tobruk
21 Camelot
25 Swash Buckler
28 The Gauntlet

•

Natural Health Foods
Dried Foots & Raw Nuts
Olde Fashioned Candies

•

Vitamins

•

Honey, Tea, Juice

•

·

March
4 Exocist II
7 It Happened One Ni~ht

II Bobby Deerfield
14 Klute
28 Groove Tube

..

November
I
5
8
12
15
19
29

Americanization of Emily
Kentucky Fried Movie
The Candidate
Oh God
Good Bye Girl
Play it Again, Sam
Smokey and the Bandit
December

3
6
10
13

Mash
Voyage of the Damned
One on One
Enter the Dragon
January

24 Mac Anhur
28 The Other Side of Midnight
~I Ponnoys Complaint

-

~

April
Don Knots Night
4 Summer of '42
8 'Turning Point
II Sleuth
18 Citizen Kane
22 Star is Born
25 Sorcerer
29 The Enforcer

May
2 A Man Called Horse
6 Greatful Dead
9 Two Minute Warning
·Subject to Change _ '-'

.·: .
··

10% OFF WITH BRYANT ID
Hours:
Tuesday, Wednesday 10 -:- 6
Thursday, Friday 10 - 9
Saturday 10 - 6
Sunday 9 - 2

Village Plaza"
375 Putnam Pike, Rt. 44
Smithfield, RI 02917
PI-IONE: 231-2288

.••••.•...........••....••.....•..•••..............•..
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INQUIRINCi
PIIOTOCiRAPIIER

~Butler's

Puzzle
Solution

This ~eek's Question: "How
many of our teachers have
explained the new grading
system to you? How do you
expect it to affect gradesT'
Photos

by

Richard

Interv~ws byJ.~.

Morris,

THE
SHIRT
STOP
~~

Tr...ler *

r..,ttlltrltUU

Scree.. Prlatla'
FEATURING

Greek Letterla.

.0% Discouat with
. BryantlD!

a.-I" 10:30 am - S pm
7. pm - 9 pm

TbeVl1Jq. Plaza
_~'S Pat.... Pk, Rt 44

.....tbllel• •1
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Barbara Hart: "I thi"nk it will
hurt more than it will help; one
teacher ex plained it."

W e specialize in service
to fraternities, sororities and
other organizations, on
or off-campus

DebbIe Schaub:
"Three ,
explained it. It should help ,
especially in borde'rline cases."

BEER -by the barrel. half -barrel and case, with
plastic or paper' cups. Enormous variety of imports.

WINE - the largest selection on the East Coast,
including
great values by the jug.
,
,

LIQUOR, from S-cotch to Te'qu ila to 'CognCK,
Vodka,' gin, and the "standards," of course

MIXERS -for Bloody Mary's, Pina Coladas,
and other concoctions. Tonic, Perrier and soda, chips,
cigarettes, and miscellany.

FOOD ·-from our catering division, Tables

Beth Field: "All my teachers
_ ," ' _ have explained it. It should both
hurt and help. It will hurt people
who have marks in the low 90's
and 80's. It's too early in the
morning to be asking this
question. "

on the Town.,

FREE
DELIVERY

Jeannie Marcotte: "Not one
teacher has talked about it. It
should help borderline cases,
especially those who do well
through the semester and then
have trouble on the final."

to
.Brown & RISD-three
times a week

.Roger Williams & PC
-once a week

.Bryant-twice a week

.Other campuses by
arrangement

For more information or orders call
Elliott, the campus contact at

•
Marc Packard: "Two explained
it. It will have a good effect. I
envision teachers using it as an
incentive to do homework and
gave good.attendance."

"'

• • • • • • • • • • • • I~

N

UOUOR

179 NEWPORT AVENUE,

RUMFORD, RHODE ISLAND 02916

401-434-4563

Joe' Grugnale: My teachers said
generally that it wiII help grades,
but one -said that it could hurt;
most did explain it. I hope it will
bet.;."
..

'14

Campus reps wanted on commission basis. Interested?
Call- Elliott at 434-4563
.

-

..... " •• _ . .
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THE AR C

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ADMISSIONS POLICY
Charge:

The Advisory Committee on Admissions
Policy is responsible for consulting with
the Dean of Admissions concerning the
standards and policies under which stu
dents are admitted to the College, and
where desirable, the suggestion of changes
in such policies as may be deemed neces
sary. The Dean of Adl1lissions is respon
sible for implementing all admissions poli
cies.
Administration (3)--Roberta Hysell,
George Tarapata, Roy Nelson, ex-officio
Eleanor Read
Faculty (3)--Eileen _Rafferty, Janet
Morahan, Fred Reinhardt
Students (2)--Robin Punzi, Janet Swartz

Meetings:

The Committee shall meet twice annu
ally, once during each semester at the call
of the Dean of Admissions.

Report Date:

The Committee shall submit an annual
report to the Vice President for Academic
Affairs by April 20, 1979

BOOKSTORE COMMITTEE
Charge:

Membership:

Meetings:

The College Committee on Bookstore
Operations is charged with overseeing the
operations of the College Bookstore from
a consumer's point of view. The Commitee
shall concern itself primarily with prices of
textbooks, sundries, and other items the
bookstore stocks. The Committee shall
also review the policies and business prac
tices of the bookstore on a semi-annual
basis to insure that they are fair and in the
best interest of the students, faculty, ad
ministration and staff of the College.
Administration/Staff (3)--William
Valentine, Lorraine Cournoyer, Pauline
Denault
Faculty (3)--Michael Lynch, K~Hen Calkins,
Mary Jane Pelkey
Students (4)--Cathy Anderson, Sue Bitzer,
Robin Pirolo, Stacie Scheuber

each semester.

Membership:

Meetings:
Report Date:

Report Date:

Membership :

Administrators (6)--Madge Stetson, Ray
Quinlan, Richard Alberg, Patricia Fogarty,
Wallace Wood

,

\,1

,

Meetings:

The Committee shall meet at the request
of the Chairman.

Report Date:

The Committee shall report to the Vice
President for Academic Affairs on June 8,
1979, and at stated intervals as required.

The Committee on Commencement
Awards shall review all the commence
ment awards, approve the criteria for
selection of awards recipients, implement
a procedure appropriate for selection of
award recipients, and carry out that proce·
dure.

Charge:

Membership:

A dministration (2) -- Stanley Shu m an,
Eleanor Read
Faculty (2)--Richard Fontaine, James
O'Neill
Students (2)--Gina Fernandes, Lynne Sears

Charge:

Membership:

Meetings:
Report Date:

The final report of the Committee which
will list the award recipients is to be
submitted by April 1, 1979 to the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.

Membership:

Administration (4)--Donald Wilson,
Madge Stetson,Glenda Godfrey, Everett
Hutker
Faculty (4)--John Swearingen, Charles
Quigley, Clarissa Patterso"!...~rian Guck
Students (4)--Brian Richards, William Marr
Antonucci, Kevin Cyr, Dennis-Bouffard

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE

As required.

Ex-officio: Director of Computer Center
Meetings:

Report Date:

.

The Committee shall meet at least twice
annually, once at the beginning of each
semester, and at any other time at the call;
of the Chairman.
The Committee shall submit an annual
report to the Vice President for Business
Affairs by April 20, 1979.
Membership:

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Charge:

The Library Committee shall review and
recommend all policies relative to the
Library services, and shall consider other
matters and requests which the Director
of library Services may deem appropriate.

Membership:

Administrators (2)--John Hannon, Susan
Chamberlain

An an
the Vice
April 20, 1

QUALITY OF STU
Charge:

As necessary at the call of the Chairman.

Meetings:

The Computer Applications Committee
is responsible for recommending compu
ter applications and the priority of applica
tions. The Committee shall consider and
develop a plan for long-range usage, and
will be involved in the recommending of
the selection and improvement of equip
ment.

activitt~s. ·

report to
Afairs by
PRESIDENTIA[ SCHO

COMMENCEMENT AWARDS COMMITTEE

Charge :

The Chairperson will submit an eval.uative ·
report to the Vice President for Student
Affairs one (1) month after the Class Day

Report Date:

•

Administrators (2)--Richard Alberg, Peter
Barlow
Faculty (2)--Priscilla Phillips, Henry Foley
Students (2)--Peter Greco, Nancy Delis
Resource Aides--as needed.

The Chairman of the Senior Activities
Committee will also serve as an ex-oficio
member of the Commencement
Committee.
The Committee will meet as necessary as
determined by the Chairperson of the
Committee .

Meetings:

Resourc~ Aide--Mary Charlon ne
Faculty (2)--tudy Litoff, Joan Marsella
Students (2)--Na~cy Delis, Lynne Sears'
NOTE: The Committee ' may request
additional resource aides.

Report Date:

CLASS DAY ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
. The Class Day Activities Committee ;s
Charge:
charged with planning, effecting, and
evaluating the annual Class Davactivities.
(New charge must now to drawn up for this
Committee by new Committee members.)
Administration (1l--Gerri Hura
Membership:
Students (6)--Zachary Lyga, Stacie
Scheuber, Maribeth Benedetto, Kim
McGarry, Scott Pinette, Barry Dunn

Meetings:

The Commencement Committee shall
be responsible for making all recom
mendations concerning the following:
Planning of procedures, programs, faci
lities, location, and post- and pre-com
mencement activities.
Organizational process and structure for
implementation of all plans developed in
accordance with an approved time frame
work.

Charge:

The Calendar Committee is to review the
calendar as published for the--1978-79 aca-'
demic year and as proposed for 1979-80 to
determine if modification's thereof are
desirable and if so, the Committee's re
commendations and rationale therefor.

Final repprt March 1,1979, for inclusion in
College Bulletin for the 1980-1981
academiC year, to be made to the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.

College. Covering virtual
life, the Committees are
and comprehensive in
procedures now in force. S

COMMENCEMENT COMMlnEE

The Committee shall submit an annual
report to the Vice President for Student
Affairs by April 20, 1979.

CALENDAR COMMlnEE
Charge:

The decisions which shape our future course
here at Bryant are devised in varied ways. One
channel open to students which otherwise might
be unknown is that of the Committees of the

The Committee will meet at the call of
the Chairman (who will be elected at the
first meeting) except at their first meeting
of the year which will be designated by the

t~ Co mmittee will meet at least o nce

Report Date:

THE COMMIT
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Meetings:

The Committee shall meet as soon as
possible subsequent to the Chairperson
receiving information of a grievance and
determing that the grievance is for just
cause.

Report Date:

The report shall be submitted to the Vice
President for Academic Affairs within one
week after the Committee has met for an
individual grievance. The Vice President
for Academic Affairs will respond to the
Committee, concerning the disposition of
the grievance report, within one week
after his having received the report .

-

EE SYSTEM
every facet of college
g ned to provide useful
t to policies and
dents are well advised

to save this page for future reference. When you
have a questi9n or a gripe, your course will not be
uncharted.

hn Zeiger, Nora Barry, Peter

Committee in a resource or advisory
capacity.
''
At the call of the Chairman.

ue Bitzer, Thordis Janger
tee shall meet twice annual
beginning of each semester,
er time at the call of the
tee shall submit an annual
ice President for Academic
20, 1979.

Meetings:
Report Date:

The function of this Committee is to
attempt to reduce the possibility of acci
dents by means of plant, housing, and
grounds inspection, investigating safety
complaints, and reviewing accident re
ports. After a complete investigation of the
above-mentioned hazards or accidents,
the Committee shall make recommenda
tions to the Vice President for Business
Affairs to correct the hazard or prevent re
occurrence of the accident.

HIP COMMITTEE
ntial Scholarship Com
nsible for the evaluation and
e pre-freshman candidates
sidential Scholarships
ally by the College and is
le for forwarding the names
ident for his approval.
the Committee will be re
dvising, evaluating, and
her academic scholarships as
e President for those grants
within the province of the
ffjce.

Membership:

(2)--Timothy Cartwright,
es Estey, Glen Camp
-Sharon

McGarry, Dennis

Meetings:

of the Chairman.

UfE COMMITTEE

ittee's prima ry responsibility
e essenti al nature of student
College and recommend
esponse. Particular emphasis
ced on residential living. The
the Committee are: (1) to
aspects of student life which
.idered problem areas; (2).to
aspects of student life which
landed and strengthened; (3)
mmendations for remedying
s. Among factors to be con
a) alcohol and drug abuse;
. persons and property; (c) ef
resident directors and resi
5; (d) honor dorms, quiet
lity dorms, etc.
he College will have approxi
-esidential students. Assump
iefs about student life differ
:>ng members of the Bryant
jfe styles, values, attitudes,
, undoubtedly vary greatly
Ident community, too. Con
~ Committee's basic task is to
entify the "campus )erson
IS it is may be, and after doing
r to define this personality.
ee's work should result in
rstanding of the complex
ant's students in the late
:pected that the Committee
ppropriate institutional res
dents' wants and needs. The
lOuld strive to promote and
e interrelations of the aca
:ial aspects of life on campus.
I also work to promote a spirit
, among the students, facu Ity,
tnistration of Bryant College.

Membership:

Judy

~s id e nt

for Student Affairs. or
. will serve a an ex-officio
e Comm ittee. The entire
rs will be avialable to the

The Committee on Scholastic Standing
is responsible for reviewing and recom
mending stan dards of academic perform
ance required for the awarding of degrees
and the winning of academic honors; and
the quality of work which shall lead to an
academic warning, probationary status, or
academic dismissal.
The Committee shall review and make
recommendations on student appeals
from academic dismissal, after the appeal
process has been pursued through the
Dean of Academic Administration. The
Committee shall meet for this purpose
only when the student has not been able to
follow the appeal process.
The Committee shall consider, with the
Dean of Admissions, any requests for read 7
mission following a period of suspension
for poor scholarship or admission in cases
of borderline scholarship.

Meetings:
Report Date:

A written report shall be submitted at the
beginning of each semester on the previ
ous semester's activities in ' all areas to the
Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Charge:

Membership:

Membership :

The Student Academic Grievance Com
mittee shall hold hearings to insure that
academic student rights have not been
violated. The appeal process for an aca
demic grievance should be pursued
through the instructor, the chairman of the
particular department, and.the Dean of
Academic Instruction. The Committee
shall meet only when the student has no
been able to resolve his problem throug '
the appeal process.
Administrator (1 )-: Richard Alberg
Faculty (3)--Chester Piascik, Joseph Santos,
Leo M.ahoney .
.
Students (S)--Timothy Shea, Cindy
Caldwell, John Healy, Dennis O'Connell,
Gina Fernandes

The Advanced Placement Committee is
responsible for working with the Registrar
in developing a general set of guidelines
that may be used by the Registrar's Office
in granting advanced placement. Further,
the Committee is responsible for periodi
cally reviewing all policies on advanced
placement and making recommenda
tions for changes.
The Committee shall consider any indiv
idual requests for advanced placement
wh ich fall outside the generally established
guidelines and shall make recommenda
tions for approval or disapproval.
At all times the Committee shall
address itself to student excellence and
high levels of academic performance as are
appropriate for maintaining high stan
dards.
Administration (3)--Roy Nelson, Richard
~Iberg, Timothy Cartwright
Faculty (3)--Robert O'Connell, James
O'Neill, Stewart Yorks
Students--do not serve on this Committee
Should a tie vote e~ist, the department
chairman involved would have a vote.

Meetings:

The Committee shall meet at the call of
the Chairman.

Report Date:

A written report shall be submitted at the
beginning of each semester on the prev
ious semester's activities in all areas to the
Vice President for Academic Affairs.

STUDENT NON-ACADEMIC GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE
Charge:

The Student Non-Academic Grievance
Committee shall hold hearings to ensure
that non-academic student rights have not
been violated. The process for a grievance
should be pursued through the Vice Pres
ident of Student Affairs. The Committee
shall meet only when the student has not
been able to resolve his problem through
this process.
The process is defined as follows:
Resident Assistant, Resident Director,
Peter Barlow, (VP, Student Affairs), Student
Non-Academic Grievance Committee..

Membership:

Administration (1)--Stanley Shuman
.
Faculty (3)--Marie Cote, Ted Gautschi,
John Swearingen
Students (S)--Joanne Tattersall, Candy
LaBombard, Gretchen Bakuzonis, Fran
Erba, Karen McGauley

Meetings:

The Committee shall meet as soon as
possible subsequent to the Chairman re
ceiving notification of a grievance and
determining that the grievance is for just
cause.

Report Date:

A report shall be submitted to the Vice
President for Student Affairs within one
week after the Committee has met for an
individual grievance. The Vice President
Student Affairs will respond to the Com
mittee, concerning the disposition of the
grievance report, within one week after
having received the report.

STUDENT ACADEMIC GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE
Charge:

The Committee shall submit a mid-year
report and an end-of-the-year report of its
activities to the Vice President for Student
AH~\rs by April 20, 1979.

ADVANCED PLACEMENT COMMITTEE

Administration (3)--Roy Nelson, Wallace
Wood, Timothy Cartwright
'Faculty (3)--Robert Muksian, Fred
Reinhardt, Burton Fischman
Students--do not serve on this Committee

Report Date:

Litoff,

Don McClain, Alex Houston,
k, Zeke Rodrigues, Mark

Administration (1)--Peter Barlow,
Coordinator
Faculty (4)--Frances Mahan, William Stone,
Robert Wall, Richard Smith
Students (S)--Sue Bitzer, Kevin Bonnette,
Cindy Rowan, Peter Greco, Don McClain
As nec~ssary, at the call of the Chairman.

An annual report shall be submitted to the
Vice President for Business Affairs by April
20, 1979.

The Committee shall meet once each
year to review the standards of academic
performance and at such times as neces
sary to hear academic appeals and make
recommendations on admissions.

n (2) --Lorraine Cournoyer,
Lyons,

Administration (4)--Timothy Cartwright,
Jerry Ramos (Ex-offiCio), Philip Graf,
Robert Gardner (Ex-officio)
Students (2)~-Cathy Anderson, Greg
Kasbarian
physical Plant Staff (2)--Bob Aust, Charlie
Pickett
Security (1)--Daniel Lumnah
Faculty (1)--Joseph Reynolds
Secretarial Staff (1)--Debbie Jolin'
Health Services (1)--Marion Walsh

Meetings:

,n
Mary

Membership:

SCHOLASTIC STANDING COMMITTEE
Charge:

I.

The Student Disciplinary Committee is
to adjudicate all alleged cases of student
misconduct which are referred by the Vice
President for Student Affairs.

As necessary, at the call of the Chairman.

Report Date:

report shall be submitted to
dent for Academic Affairs by

Charge:

The Committee shall submit an annual
report to the Vice President for Student
Affairs by April 20, 1979,

SAFETY COMMITTEE
Charge:

.

STUDENT DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE

com . io p. 10. col.
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Bargain Basement Beauties
by Craig Brickey
Chuck Barris, creator of the
"Newlywed Game", "The Dating
Game", and "The Gong Show",
presents "The $1.98 Beauty
Show", whichh promises only
entertainment and escapism.
There is no big money (the
winner gets only her $1.98 prize),
and the celebrity panelists, for a
refreshing change, keep their
mout~s shut.
Be warned-If you think that
beauty pageants are the highest
form of television entertainment--stay away from this show!
"The $1.98 Beauty Show" tears
apart every aspect of the beauty
pageant, from the judges'
introduction to that long trip
down the runway.
The host is Rip TaylQr,
Veteran of many .il "Gong
Show", his witty maner makes
him the perfect antithesis of Bert
Parks. the premise of th~_sh9~js
simple. Six girls ( and i use th'e

term loosely) vie for the coveted
award by displaying their talent (
another loose term) and their
figure ( a very loose term) to gain
the .(avor of the judges.
The "girls" range ":m~ag-e~fr-om
-=~'
18 to 5 J, and there hasn't been
such a range of figures since the
fire drill at the health spa. The
talent portion is in true "Gong
Show" tradition .
Unfor
tunatley, the really bad acts
can not be gonged. Most of the
contestants sing, but the acts
(seen in a two-week sampling)
include a weight-lifter (Yes,
weight-lifter!), a contortionist,
and a harmonica player. in
addition to the usual sopranos
who came very close to hitting
the right notes.
. .
In the bathing suit compeli- .
tion, contestants are "stripped of
all their worldly possessions" in .
the words of Rip _~ay~or. This
explOit women as it shows
beauty pageants to be just what

Commuting!
By Craig Brickey
I hate to keep harpin~ on the
rauio, but I originally was going
to give my personal opinion of
To p 40 radio. Unfortunately,
this paper has some silly rule that
keeps me from putting such
things in print. However, anyone
wanting my opinions can find
them on any barn or fence in
town.
I shouldn't be giving opinions
anyway. After all--I don't even
follow my own advice. Do I care
whether Morton (in the Fotomat
ad) takes his last picture? YO U
BET I DO! . You ee, I've
listened to Top'40 Radio for so
long I'm addicted to it. Here are
some perfect examples of how I
didn't follow my own advice and
am rapidly going down the '
drain.
One of the worst frustrations
is one I mentioned Jast weekwhen your favorite song is
coming on--just as you're pulling
into your parking space. Just
sitting there, you're faced with a
wrenching dilemna. Should y~u
A) exercise full will power by
turning off the radio and
shutting off the engine? B) tum
the key to ACC and listen ·to the
song, while running down your
already marginal batter? or C)
keep the engine running and the
radio playing thereby wasting
45c worth of gas? See how much

easier it is to shut the radio off 3
5 minutes before you arrive?
True desperation sets in when
you start communicating with
the radio, that is, singing along
with Barry Manilow, talking
back to the deejay, and shouting
out "Henry Morgan, Arlene
Francis, Bennett' Cerf, and
Dorothy K.illgallen!::" in answer
to a PRO-DOUGH question
(Who were the original panelists
on "What's my line?")
That type of question can be
even worse when nobody comes
up with the answer. Check this:
I' m driving along and the deejay
asks this question, "When
George wrote the song
'Dark Horse' what was he
thinking of!" People must have
called in one million answers, all
incorrect. Of course I had no .
idea of the answer. Then, at 4:00
the deejay signed off without
even giving me the answer. Talk
about frustrlrtion! Would
someone please tell me the
correct' answer? I don't want a lot
of guesses, just one sure answer.
Just leave it in the ARCHWAY
office, and they'll pass it on to
me.
So it all boils down to this
radio? Or an Educa,!jon? Well
with entertainment like this I'll
just have to give up my
education.
HAPPY MOTORING

Committees Cont.
amREMENr COMMmH
Charge:

Membership:

The Committee is charged with determing
those members of the Bryant Community
to be honored at the annual retirement
reception hel d in May and with
coordinating and planning the event. The
Committee is responsible for extending
formal invitations, determining the
location of the event, and planning the
program and menu, and determining
appropriate recognition for each retiree.
Administratton (1)--Jan Hubka
Faculty (1)--lee Weaver
Secretarial Staff (1)--Aurelie Maciejewski
Physical Plant

~taff

(Kerry Con .. " ..,
member)
Meetings:
Report Date:

(1\--Bob Powers
_.. .. be an ex-officio

To be held at the call of the Chairman.
Thirty (30) days after the annual banquet,
a report is to be submitted to the President
This report should include a financial
bleakdgwn~ of

the ~ .

by Liisa Laine

they are--nonsense.
The Finale is priceless, The
winner crowned with a hideous
monstrosity that looks as if it
were made by elementary school
students, is presented with a
bouquet of old wilted carrot
greens and turnip tops (and her
buck-ninety-eight), She then
marches down the runway to the
dulcet tones of Rip Taylor
warbling some laudatory ballad.
All in all, the show is pretty-
well if you're the type who
watches .beauty pageants when
the only other choice is
"Godzilla Terrorizes Upper
Mamaroneck", this show is for
you. However, if you are the
type that gives up "Gone with the
Wind" to watch the "Miss Outer
Mangolia Pageant", stay away!

"Dog and Butterfly" is a series of
.,
sensitive revelations. When Ann
Heart-"Dog and Butterfly"
Wilson sings, .... . hearts rolling in
On their newest release, Ann
taken back on the tide. We're
and Nancy Wilson prove that
balanced together like ocean
they haven't lost the talent to
upon the sky," her inflections
"kick it out." That they do, and' create a believer, not just a
better than ever. On the Dog side dreamer. On "Lighter Touch"
of the album, the best cut, by far,
the mood fs no less than
is "Cook with Fire,'" Ann Wilson sultry.. .if a "dream of love" can
lead vocals meshed with electric be verbalized, "Lighter Touch"
guitar work by Rodger Fisher says it all. "Nada One" and invite
and Howard Lisee produce the listener to experience Heart,
energy that just won't give out.
without ever missing a beat.
The effect is suerb. In "Cook
In "Dog and Butterfly" the
with Fire" the Wilson's struck
the right chord. The three Wilson sisters exemplify female
remaining tunes "High Time," rock and roll. They rock out and
"Hi Jinx," and "Straight On" are mellow down with equal ability.
"Dog and Butterfly" deserves
good, steady rock and roll.
"The Butterfly" side mellows more than a quick listen, it
down noticeably. The title cut commands a captive audience.

cont. from p. 5, col. 5

making it a success. She says
that, "My major devotion
besides my studies this semester
is to make this year's Parent's
Wcekend the best Bryant has
ever had ." Cathy mentioned that
in ' addition to the main
entertainment scheduled (i.e.
schedule at left), she is going to
try and implement activities to
bring Bryant's Faculty and
Administration together with
parents to discuss what Bryant is
doing for their kids.

many of the important areas and
offices on campus.
Another feature that Cathy
liked was the slide show. She felt
it gave the 'incoming students a
realistic view of Bryant life.
Cathy hopes to have the slide
presentation shown during
Parent's We.ekend . Pathways '78
was clearly a great success!
Concerning Parent's Week
end, Cathy is so dedicated to

Cathy reiterates that there will
be many activities going on, and
ahe anticipates a great crowd. To
facilitate this crowd there are
many diverse a ctivi tie :.
scheduled throughout the da .
Cathy encourages anyone ' in
the College Commu nity that
may have a suggestion 'tG see her
or drop her a li ne in her Senate
mailbox (# II).
Cathy's ded ication to serving
the studem b~dy is _clearly
cont. 10 p . II, col. 1

BUTLER'S PUZZLE
Find the Pro Football Nicknames! First completely correct solution submitted to
THE ARCHWAY wins a six pack of Busch!
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Church Directory
Protestant
St. Th~~iscopal
Putnam A venue
Greenville, RI
949-2260
Sunday services: 8 a.m., 9:30
a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
Burrillville United Methodist
Main Street
Glendale, RI
568-5373
Sunday Services: 9:30 a.m.,
11:00 a. m.
Slatersville Congregational
Slatersville Center, RI
769-5720
~unday Services: JO:OO a.m.
Greenville Baptist
J Church Street
Greenville, R I
949-2333
Sunday service: 8:30 a.m.
College class: 11:00 a.m.
Emanuel Lutheran Church
9 New London Avenue
West Warwick, RI 02893

Eucharistic Service: 10:30 a.m
Sunday
Pastor John Carlson
Second Presbyterian Church
500 Hope Street
Providence, RI
Sunday 11:00 a .m.
861-1136

. Christian Science
Second Church of Christ
Scientist
244 Elmwood Avenue
Providence, RI
521-4527
Sunday: 11:00 a.m., Wednesday:
8:00 p.m.

Jewish
Congregation B'nai Israel
Woonsocket, RI
762-3651
Friday service: 8: J5 p.m.

Brown University
Hillel
Man!ling Chapel

272-3510
Friday service: 6:00 p.m.

Roman Catholic
St. Philip Church
Putnam Pike .
Greenville, RI
949-1500
Sat. Masses: 5 & 7 p.m., Sunday
7:30, 9:00, 10:30 a.m., 12 noo
and 7:00 p.m.
St. Michael Church
Farnum Pike, Georgiaville, RI
231-5119
Sat. Masses
Sat. Masses: 5: 15 & 7:30 p.m.
Sunday: 7:30, 9:00, & II :
a.m.
On Campus
Sunday Folk Mass
Rotunda: 12 noon
Daily Mass (Mon. - Fri.) I
noon, Conf. Room C 35 I
across from Student Affai
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Now and Then
From a lonely birth sunlight is captured.
to a destined dream it swiftly speeds,
In an endless race on an infinite track.
A distant journey that only preceeds,
More rays to follow timelessly unbound.

Alternatives
By Jay Metz~r.,
What do you do when they say you're not
wanted
When they brush you aside like so much dust.
What do you say to express your hurt.
To ask the question why.
~
How do you control the an~r that seethes
inside of you.
That wants to let go and spread its wrath.
Where do you go when the doors are
slammed in your face.
lhe doors you thought were forever open.
Which way do you tum at the intersection of
decision.
At the intersection leading to dead ends.

Aimlessly travel unless they are found,
Rays beam forever---never to stop.
Paced like a beautiful melody,
A flowing breeze whispering silently.
Harmony filters down through the trees,
To quietly fade. A final note?
More light will follow inevitably,
Aiding the forest's tranquility.
The concert goes on--
Filling huge gaps in uncertain degrees,
Light shoots straight, bound to its course.
To reflect in the mirrors of silver capped seas,
It can't soar through infinity!
Surely it must be their destiny.

To whom do you talk to when there is no one.
When there was no one after all.
And how do you hide the hurt that runs so
deep.
That makes you cry at the very thought.
lllese are the questions you must answer, my

Visions of tomorrow are born in my mind,
Can one hear his own destiny calling?
A uague idea not captured in thought,
Am I alone? Why can't I see,
Through this endless space in front of me?
How long shall I venture through life untaught?
How long shaD I uenture through life untaught?

son.
Only then, can you decide on which path to
take, which star to follow.
But father, where will I find these answers?
Together we?1 face
You will find the answers within yourself.
What the two of us know
lhey are cailing to you now
We can only conquer together.
Go to them, listen to them, talk to them, and agree with
The goal is complete understanding
them.
and awareness of each other-
Yes father, Iwill make the journey, I need to know. IwiD
Victory is the sharing of love and tenderness. know!
by P.L. Dove

Sinlight reaches out continually,
What does it see?
Once con/ron ted it will no longer be
, In search 0/ its mapped out destiny.
Moving past the limits 0/ time,
Only to glow more fervently.

Our love has been traveUed,
But now we can see,
Our search for existence is ended.
Our lives nave surely now come to 'be.
More than ci limitless destiny.

And so he goes to find the answers to his queries.
But in the back of his mind he doubts.
Doubts he will be satisfied with the answers.
Answers to the questions that have no answers.
Questions that are the answers themselves.

Just as light's destiny is endlessly wrought,
We moue closer to each other.
The music continues, consciously thougt.
We jOurney no longer
For my love, we are caught.

Reflections
by Lynne Sears

CAS

A Relationship'
by Darleen Brown
A relationship is two people

who both give and take
who do things for the other's sake
A person should not only take
he should be willing to give
he should also learn to forgive
But some people are also wrong
they give without taking
which is pain staking
If you are a taker, give
If you are a giver, take
Do so for friendship's sake.

Onto from p.

Reflections ...
of golden images casting a ... reality
Bringing a peace... a tranquility to mind
to sou!...to body
Love ... leamed to share with one
A protecting wing, long hoped for
Finally received
A sensation... a memory, that shall never by lost
A friendstip
First cold and distant, searches to mature
A desire for two ...
To be as one
A development of warmth.. .security ... trust
A reason to call for

One
A reason for one ...to care
Reflections ...
A struggle of emotions
of words to express
A need for feelings to be shown
A want
to need
A love
A smile, to touch A smile, to touch
A tear, to gaze
A~ire ...
Reflections ...
A sigh from the heart
A memory long kept
A feeling known only OOCE!-----
Yet never forgotten

3. col. 3

enhance our worship as a
community by means of
beautiful folk music. Anyone
interested in joining is asked to
s ubmit his / her name to
President Dennis O'Connell (via
the ARCHWA Y) or Fr. Lolio at
the o unse\ing Center

INTfRf5TfD ?
jn custom . ~rinted
T-snirts -Sweatshirts -Jactets
_ for ~our . '
club. Iralernily or sororlly?

cont. from page /0, mi. 5

ma rked by the. success Of the
programs she ha' been invo~v,f'd
wit b. Her leadership qualities
will make a great contribution to
the upcoming year for the
Senate.

Call 81 .Ii'. '81 .81. il'8
~II

WO;~:~~~~::~~ .

~ 'N".'.""

P AUL G . PAGE

featuring

tfIE

D inn) il' BICCEST
ILl nlaHa ~I~~m

N ' ..
"

(HAM · PEPPERONI ·GENOA BOLOGNA )

TUliA
ROASTBEIiF
HAM
GEIIOA
BOLOGIIA
CHEESE

it '. ,

~

. . . ., .... .. -

COLD CUT COMBO
IHAM CENOA

ana

BOlOCNA I

SPICY ITALIAII
IPE PPERONI anO CE NOA I

PEPPEROIII
, •

.5UBl!!l!ltroV" SALAD
ION A ROllf."

tne VECETARIAN I

5erveCI with your Choice of Cheese Onions Lettuce Dill Pickles ·Tomatoes
Creen Peppers Slack Olives Salt Pepper and 011

1500 ATWOOD AVENUE
JOHNSTON.

DPEN LATE 7 D·A YS A WEEK
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-
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-

from p. 6 col. 5
visual aIds, and guest
professional(s) utilized
• If you are interested in learning
more about this seminar series
which will begin on Thursday,
October 5th, and will meet on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 12
noon to I P.M., come to the
Career Planning and Placement
Office anytime through
September 22nd. If then
interested, you will be
considered for participation.

)

'

.

Something
Completely
Different

COni.

Special
Collection
A special conection will be
taken up this Sunday, Sept.
24th, at the noon Folk Mass for
Professor Arthur Boulet and his
family, whose entire home was
destroyed by fire last week. Any
contribution would be
appreciated.

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
(offer expires Dec. 31,1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

A spectacular

campaign kickoff event

UNITED WAY
BENEFIT.
GA

Boston Celties vs.
NY.Knickerbockers
Sunday -

September 24 - 7~O p.m.
Providence Civic Center

On Oct. 27, 28, 29 New
Directions and the Counseling
Center will be presenting a
weekend basic course in stress
management techniques called
Touch for Health.
The techniques will offer a
practical guide to natural health
and helps to!
-increase your energy
-balance out depressions and
low moods
-increase muscle flexibility
and balance
-discover the kind of exercise
that works for your unique needs
-discover the kind of foods
that work against your unique
needs as a human structure - to
h.elp you adapt your diet to
greatest positive effect.
The weekend workshop will
be run by a certified instructor Ms. Meredith Maislen. Fee for
the weekend is $25. Register in
the counseling center by Oct. 23 
enrollment is limited.

SENIOPS (, 2ND SEMESTER JUNIORS:

YQlF. CAREER
CHOICE 00 CHANCE??
A concentrated 6-week Career
Planning Seminar is being offered to
Seniors and 2nd semester Juniors
by the Career Planning and
Placement Office. It is designed to
help
. ~ personal planning
for a career.
SESSION

TOPICS

FOR

lltE

SERIES INCWDE:
•

Determining Your Career

•

Occupational Aeids

• Resumes and Cover Letters·
Tools of a Successful Job Search
Strategy

• Job Interviews-including In-dass
intervieINs with guest interviewers
•

Evaluating Job Offers

•

Campus to Job: TIle Transition

Class sessions will be held
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 12:00
1:00 pm, October 5 . NOYefTlber 21

THE CALENDAR
Contributions should be forwarded to THE ARCHWAY, c/o Jayne
Morris. The deadline is the Tuesday preceding publication.

'.

Friday, September 22
9 PM - Sigma Lambda Theta Mixer "Smiles" (Pub) $.50
Noon Mass (C-351)
Saturday, September 23
1 PM - Men's Cross-Country vs. Stonehill
9 PM - SPB Night Club Ventriloquist "Otto & Phil"
and showband "Citadel" (Dining Hall) $2
Sunday, September 24
Ladies Night (Pub)
7 & 9:30 PM - "Last Remake of Beau Geste
and Beau Beste (Aud)
Monday, September 25
3:15 PM - Marketing Club (Rm. 254)
8 PM - Greek Night at The Library
Free Beer and Entertainment
Peanut and Sports Night (Pub)
Tuesday, September 26
NOON - Economics-Finance & Public Administration
Club (Rm. 353)
3:15 PM - Ledger Meeting (Rm. 353)
3:15 PM - Law Enforcement Assoc. (Rm. 261)
3:30 PM - Systems Management (Conference
Room 386A & B)
3:15 PM - Wine and Cheese with International Student
Organization (Conference Room B & C)
Wednesday, September 27
3:15 PM - Investment Club (Rm. 353)
3:30 PM - Backgammon Club (Student Center)
Men's Soccer VS. Stonehill
7 & 9:30 PM - "Doctor Zhivago" (Aud)
TKE - Scott Hart (Pub) $.25
Thursday, September 28
Women's Tennis vs. SMU
Freshman Queen Weekend Begins
"Ju8ging Event" (Aud)
Friday, September 29
6 PM - Hillel Service (Aud)
9 PM - Freshman Queen Weekend Mixer (Pub)
Saturday, September 30
Freshman Queen Coronation Ball (Dining Hall)

WHAT DID SOME OF lltE

SENIORS WHO COMPL.ETH>

wor1<ing INOrId."

Sunday, October 1
7 & 9:30 PM - "The Late Show" (Aud)
Ladies Night (Pub)
Monday, October 2
Rosh Hashanah
Men's Soccer vs. WNEC
Peanuts & Sports Night (Pub)

'" feel more assured as to how to go
about my search. Also more
confident and relaxed about the
interviews."

Tuesday, October 3
Women's Tennis vs. PC

"A seminar such as this definitely
adds to the college experience. What
good is the college experience if one
doesn't know how to go about the
task of finding his/her career and a
j.b."
SIGN-UPS

Wednesday, October 4
2-4 PM - Meet the Prez (Student Center)
7 & 9:30 PM - "Jeremiah Johnson" (Aud)
Wine and Cheese Night (Pub) '

lltE SERIES LAST YEAR

SAV ABOUT rT7
"I would highly recommend it to
those who don't Imowwhat they want

to do."
"A good process of techniques and
constru<:tille criticism that can help
the student become aware of the

The only appearance of the New Boston Celtics
in Providence during the 1978-79 Season.
See the IINew Celtics"... Dave Cowens ... Marvin
Barnes ... Nate Archibald. :.and Marvin Webster,
lithe human eraser"!
Pick up your tickets NOW!

Providence ,Civic Center
Box Office

STUDENTS HALF PRICE

If )'eu are interested in learning
more about this series, come to the
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT OFFICE for
information and registration forms.
Vou must register by September
22nd to be considered for
participation. The series will be
limited to 25 students.

Thursday, October 5
Pub Committee's Toga Party
Free wIToga w10$.50 (Pub)
Friday, ~ctober 6
6 PM - Hillel Service (Aud)
C

,

-

- .-..

__ ._ -

-- - - - -
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NORTH ·
Welcomes Rhode Island students to
the

FALL

of ~78

With our finest line-up of
FOOD:

a wide variety of mouth-watering treats
fp.aturing everything from Pizza to Shrimp and
Burgers to Steak

ENTERTAINMENT: different live bands on our stage
Tuesday-Sunday. PLUS, a giant 4' x6' color lV
featuring Monday Nite Football, World Series
Baseball, and the best N movies

/

Of course we have all your favorite
BEERS, WINES, and SPIRITS

o

cf~ don't forget

HAPPY HOUR, 3., 7pm, Mon. - Sat.

Open for lunch Mon. - Sot.

Clip these coupons for
special savings!

-r............. °R;ii·
00

-r·······T:;·d;i·~·k~·f~~·th~··~;i~~·~f·~~~··········.~
You choose from:
7 &

:

Kahlua Sombrero Sloe Gin Fizz
~
7
.Pina Colada
Vodka Collins:

··
·
Offer expires 11-1-78
.
.·:
•.•• ••.••...•...•......••.••.....••••....•...••....•..••••••...•..•••

Di~~~~·

ii····· ·i~·I·

0 • • • • • • 000 0 • •

~

••• 0.:

9.95
Two 3/41b steaks, salad bar, french fries,
onion rings, and garlic bread. Plus ·your
choice of 1/2 litre of Burgandy, Chablis, or
Rose.
Steak Dinner for Two only

Offer expires 11-1-78
.•..•.........•..........••........•...........................•....

p
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THE' CLASSIFIEDS
CPR CLASS

Notices
Systems / Management
What is happening to the
Systems I Management major?
Important meeting is to be held
Tuesday, September 26 at, 3:30 in
Conference Rooms 386 A & B. All
those interested and present majors
are asked to attend .
Any Bryant College students who
have already learned the
Transendental Meditation
technique. Call 949-2110.
STRESS - Learn to MANAGE it!
Weekend Workshop - Oct. 27, 28,
29. Register by Oct. 23 in the
Counseling Center - Fee $25 
Enrollment Limited
DEAL WITH STRESS - Before it
deals with you--- The weekend of
Oct. 27, 28, 29 register early. For
more INFO: Call EXT. 342
HAVING TROUBLE STUDY
ing? Managing your time? Are you
Anxious when taking a test? Do you
study and forget the content before
the Exam? Then the Study Skills
Workshop is for you! Oct. 183:30
5:00 Where: Counseling Center.

2 classes starting Sunday,
September 24 and Wednesday,
September 27
Sign up in the Security Office

Backgammon Club Meetings
Wednesdays 3:30-4:30, upstairs in
Student Center

Lost and Found

FIRST AID CLASS
Starting Monday October 23
Class is limited to 20
Sign up is on "first come,
first served" bases.
Sign up in the Security Office
OUR TECHNICAL DIFFI
CULTIES ARE OVER!!
WJMF - 91.5 FM is back on the air
and ready to bring ~ryant College,
the, besC ali-continuous music. Give
the sound alternative a listen! •
COMING ATTRACTIONS
The White House has its "prayer
breakfast" ; Bryant College will now
have a Christian sharing group. All
faculty, administration, staff.
students interested in coming
together once a week to pray and
share are invited to meet each
Monday 10-10:30 a.m. in room C
351 (across from Student Affairs).
Have your coffee break with us!
(Co-ordinator : Dr. Joanne
Mongeon, Room 15, ext. 350).

Hi. I'm Janet Burlingame.
Itllike to talkto you about
our checking, savings
and loan services.

LOST
Satin ~Rhode Island" Sash (from
Miss Rhode Island - Universe
competition.) Sash is white, with red
and blue trim and rhinestones . Great
symbolic importance for upcoming
state appearances, plus sentimental
value. Lost Wednesday afternoon in
co muter lot by gym. Cntact Sharon
McGarry in Senate Office (231
1200, ext. 290) or at 737-1488; or, see
Cathy Barry (232-O200)!

Wanted
Wanted: Used Retail Management
book at reasonable price. Call 231
3506; ask for Janis.
Wanted: Experienced waitresses
ilild coatroom attendants for the
Library. Call between noon and 5
p.m .
Help wanted, Subway of Johnston
needs Part-time counter help. Mon.
1:30 p.m.to 1:00 a.m. Fri. 7p.m. 
3:30 a.m. Other times are available.
Ledger all-staff meeting. Tues. Sept.
26 at 3: 15 in Room 353.

.

For Sale or Rent
Blaupunkt Car Stereo-A M I.FM
Cassette;
2-Jenson Coaxial 10 oz. speakers.
$150.00
Julia - 232-0177
2 Tickets for Bob Dlyan Oct. 7,1978
SlIturday. Call Rob: 232-0153.

~

Janet R. Burlingame is
Manager of our Bryant
College Office in the
unistructure on campus.
See her about any of your
banking questions. You'll
feel better.

5 min. from Bryant College - 5 room
cottage with 2 car garage on 1/ 2
acre . Garden space. City water &
gas.
nd road. Privacy.
Asking $31 .900. Hillside Realty,
647-7475.

You feel better
banking at

Personals

Hospital1hlst.
f .P.U:.

Kappa Delta Kappa would like to
thank the suite for their hospitality.

\k'II~_'r

Greetings to the best RA from your
rowdies & suite.

Debi: Oh won't you stay just a little
bit longer.
Make friends and influence people
Get A.T .
Pam: What kind of birds are those
that attack us every morning?
.,
Lynn, Monica, and Sandy: Will you
teach me how to sit in your
furniture?
A.T. is coming Sept. 25 Sne~k
Preview in Auditorium 11:00 and
1:00
P.N. Find anyone to cut down your
trees?
Cindy & Janet: Those happy hours
can be dangerous - signed one of
your victims
Pam: I haven't seen your airplane in
a while. I hope that crash it took
didn't affect it too much. Signed a
concerned navigator
Invest in A.T. for a Guaranteed
Return
Linda: Welcome back!
Whatever happened to DocWillie?
Does he really have a new home?
Debi: Welcome back! We in Suite
310 wish you all the best.
We love you W,lIie. oh, yes, we do
super S:C.R.O.U .G.E.
I love my new home, Willie
Hi hon! I am so glad to be back. So's
Ralph. We both missed you somuch.
Want to be a leader and not a
follower? Try A.T.
H.B. : Thanks for playing
innkeeper last weekend. See you
next month.
Hi T. Who loves ya?

TW: I hope you' re readang these.
A.O.-Take care ofT. If you cook for
him as you did for us on Saturday he
won't have to eat coldcuts all week.
Tired of being pushed around? A.T.
- A.T. - A.t.
Stella:
The next time I ask you to wake
me up-DON'T

Nestor:
Have you done any strange things
recently? You are strange!

The Subzeros are still alive and well
at B.C.
AT What'! Film in Auditorium
September 25
Ist showing 11 :00
2nd showing 1:00
Janet , S.: Who's the guy with the
disco hair?
Lynn, Monica, and Sandy:
Chugging water can be dangerous to
your health - stick to beer.
To Whom it May Concern!! ! Only
perverted, deranged, and demented
beings obtain animal gratification
by placing undergarments in a
cookie jar. You guysaresickoes!!!!'

.......-

R.L. How many little freshmen did
you meet?
Lyon's Express - Way is due for a
crash landing.
My Dear Salami and Cheese
Sandwich,
Someday you have to have lunch at
my place. At least I'll have lettuce
and bread to give you. That even
includes dessert.
Till Next Friday,
All my Brownies,
Your great little Termite
To my great little Musicbook,
The world is alive with little
SPB'ers. The song that they sing, is
we work for you. The weekends are
made for endless events, with flyers
and posters never made. La La La!
Just a few notes.
Your little greater Notebook
Waldo - Thanks for the contacts
Jill - did you ever fall in a ditch?
To Mike & Mike: That was a great
party. Thank you and we'll have to
do it again some time.
Let's Get Mike!!
Mike. you started the beer fight
Friday night.
Pictures anyone?

Pete - Have you had any accidents
lately? Did you ever . ..

Wheezy:
Please Clean B-3.

-

Dear Chris, Peggy, Sally. Sue,
Are you all greased up and ready to
roll? B.Y.O. Chair. Love, Steve

TJD: I think you should tell T. W.
about the rusty zipper. He could use
the advice more than me.

Jill:
We told you he'd be back.

Located in the·VILLAGE PLAZA
(375 Putnam Pk, Rt 44)
~
JUST TAKE RT. 295 SOUTH
v .
TO 'GREENVILLE EXIT
......
b
ONLY 5 MINUTES ,FROM CAMPUSI

Dear Peggy. I love New York , but
Fishkill has really got me hooked .
Love, Charley Tuna

Tiara - We had a great time at your
party. Hope to see you at our's
tonight.

D.D.:
It's up to you to invite youknow
who!

THANKS TO YOUA PATAONAGE, AGAIN THIS YEAA
10% Discount to all Students with Bryant lOt
Effective the Entire School Yearl

Sue, I really get a bang out of you!
Love. Roy Rogers and the Pistoletts

Sue & Margi: Had a good time as
your suite guest last weekend .

Debra:
Here is the personal we promised .
I hope you're happy.

Sandwich Shop

Dear Sally (the Bathing Beauty), I
hope you brought your yearbook!
Love always. Don Juan

. Sharon-Howcum they let somebody
who blew up the computer TWICF.
get paid lor playing with the
telephones?

Pete - Let's switch part ners.
Stella - Have you 'called Haven
Brothers lately?
D.L. - I'm glad that you're not the
other woman now.
' Did ' you ever get the feeling that
your past is catching up with you?
I would like to thank everyone who
attended the party at the Harriet
Hilton. It was a great success and I
hope everyone had a great time.
Paul

'Sally:
Welcome back . I'm beginning to
think J.P. was right. Glad your
back. Love, Di
Chris:
So Ohio wasn't as bad as you
thought. Well Bryant isn't the same
without you .
Remember, SPB
works for you . Love. Di
Sue Y.:
There isn't anybody as good as
you are at matchmaking. If you ever
get tired of being Macho. I'm always
here. Love. Yapper
Pegatha:
Here's my chance to pay yo u back
that dinner lowe you . Here's to
.good times. Love, Di
LOOK AT ME
Tell me . What do you see?
You, there, say , can't drive.
And you, belive I'm fragile.
Tell me. What do you see'?
You, there, say "can't dri ve.
And you, believe I'm fragile.
How do you know me?
How do you judge me?

Why do you judge:
When you haven't seen
Past a million other faces
Laura is the only being ALIVE who
To really see what's behind mint ?
drinks shots of Jack Daniels with
Dorothy J neward
Tab chasers ....
"Women As Win ner ..
Laura-HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!! f.,( 4 , Join our Woman's gro u p
days late)
Mon : October 30 3:3 0 :00
At the Counseling C enter
'Robin - "We're off to see the wizard"

September 22, 1978

FOR SALE
TO
FROM

Faculty. Administration, Staff. and Students
Bill Valentine. Purchasing and Auxiliary
Services Manager
SUBJECT Request for sealed bids to purchase College owned cars

1976
Ford
L.T.D.
8 Cylinder
52.271
2 door, blue. radio. automatic trans.

Descript.iofl Vehicle # 2
1976
Ford

Year:
Make:

Maverick
6 Cylinder
56,432
4 door. silver. radio, automatic trans.

Model:
Engine:
Mileage:
Features:

Bacon
Chronicles

To Bid

Description Vehicle # I
Year:
Make:
Model:
Engine:
Mileage:
Features:
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By Jerry Gaynor
The Purchasing and Auxiliary Services Department will accept
sealed bids during working hours. with Bid closing date 9 / 29/78 at
Bryant's cross-country team is
2:00 p.m .
back and better than ever. With
all but one varsity man returning
and
excellent freshman talent
MISCELLANEOUS:
arriving, this season will be the
Vehicles may be seen in the upper maintenance building parking most productive ever for Bryant
lot, beside the Gym. Bidding is restricted to members of the Bryant cross-country. The squad
Community. The College reserves the right to reject any and all bids. consists of seniors Jerry Gaynor,
Sam Blackmore, Bill (Sticks) Mc
Terms--Cash.
Kitchen; junior Barry (Dr.)
Proctor; sophs Phil Goss, Jack
O'Connor, Bill Varney, Mike
(the Irishman) Kearney, Craig
Anderson, Mark Wasserman,
and frosh Thorn Stowell, Tony
(the Pony) Capaci, Tim Browell,
Monty Smulowitz, Erich
Goldschneider, Tim Dilworth
and Sheffield Tulloch.

The Busclf label is where it .
all begins. Nate
the snowy,
peaks

are

taineer. And thiS is
an ad. The subject of
which is selecting the
proper gear for
~~~-;:.
mountaineering.
(It all fits to
gether so nicely,
doesn't it?)
First and
foremost, you'll
need to pop the
mountaintop. For
this task, faithful moun
taineers use a church
key. Secular moun
taineers use a bottle
opener. Don't be con
fused. by these antiCS
with semantics. Just
remember, the opener is
your primary tool. Be
true to it and it will be
Be adventurous.
true.toyou
Experiment. Most
SecOnd, choose a
mountaineers have a
·glass. Here the optiOns
personal preference. You'll
become immense.
develop one too.
German steins, handFocxi is next. Proper
..--_.- -.blown pilseners,
mountaineering,
not
old jelly jars,
to mention proper nutri
that
tion, requires a smorgas
little
bord selection of snacks.
Some mountaineers
have suffered from a
potato chip deficiency,
a pretzel imbalance or
other serious dietary de
fects. Plan ahead.

Don't just reach for a beer.

. . Comfort is crucial. If you . .
mountaineer in
~~!::l
public, pick
a padded
bar stool,
preferably
one that
spins
(to facili
tate admir
ing the
scenery). At
home, a com
fortable chair or sofa will
do. Rule of thumb: if it
feels goocl, and the pOlice
don't seemto mind, do it.
Then turn on the
tube or spin a t1.Ule or
crack a gocxi book The
chOice is strictly
between you and the
dominant hemisphere
bfyour brai.n. Of course,
some mountaineers
say the smooth, re
freshing taste·· of Busch
is enterta.inrilent enOugh.
thank hu,'-'U,~""LI""
do, because
. it's an excellent
conclusion.

BUSCH~ad

The dozen-plus runners
started training back in June for
this Fall's rigorous schedule. The
mileage totals for the three
month summer period ranged
from 400 miles to the 1000-plus
logged by "Sticks" McKitchen.
Everybody came back in very
strong shape, and they were
immediately put to the test.
At the time that everybody
was on their way to school, the
Bryant harriers were on their
way to successfully opening a
new X-C campaign with a 5.2
mile effort in Warwick on Labor
Day . Led by "Sticks"
McKitchen who placed sixth,
the squad packed four men in the
top fifteen finishers. When the
rest of the team followed them
across the line shortly after,
Bryant's successful season
premiere was completed. But the
celebration was short-lived.
With two straight weeks off
before the next meet, Coach
Reinhardt took advantage of the
time. Un-der his· ruthless
auspices, the team worked very
hard for the first official meet of
the year. Ii was the Northeastern
IilVitational at Franklin Park in
Boston last Saturday. ·On the
rugged, new 10,000 meter (6.2
mile) course, the way was o~ce
again led by "Sticks"
McKitchen. Sticks took 23rd
place (out of 150 runners), with a
time of 33:31. Following Sticks
across the line were Phil Goss in
34:08 (31 st), Bill Varney-in 34:33
(35th); Dr. Proctor in 34:59
(41st), frosh Thorn Stowell in
35:52 (52nd), Sam Blackmore in
36:06 (56th), Mike Kearney in
37:48 (76th), Mark Wasserman
in 38:09 (80th), and lastly Jerry .
Gaynor in 38: II (81 st). Coach
Reinhardt was very pleased with
the performances, and is looking . .
forward to the next meet.
The next test for the harriers is
tomorrow, Saturday, at 2:00 at
home against Stonehill College.
The starting line is next to the
tennis courts, and the course
winds throughout the campus,
so come out and give the team
the support it hasn't had in the
past. Anyone interested in
helping or running or anything
to do with the team, see Coach
Reinhardt in faculty office 217.
LOST AND FOUND:

for the mountains.

Anyone who lost a jacket last
Sunday at the noon Folk Mass is
asked to see Fr. Lolio in either
his apartment or office.

;:s;; 22«.
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THE SPORTS
INTRAMURAL
ATIONSHEET

The Intramural Department
~t Bryant College offers a variety
of sports activities. These
activities try and meet the
interests and needs of the non
varsity student. We offer awards
to championship teams in all
sports. We do not, however,
emphasize winning, but
participation and fun.
Each activity we offer will
have two dates you should be
concerned about: (I) the deadline
for the roster to be turned in, (2)
the starting date of that activity.
The rosters must be turned in by
the deadline stated for that
particular activity. You will find
these deadlines outside the
Director of Athletic's office
posted on ' the gymnasium
bulletin board located on the
second floor. No roster will be
accepted after the deadlines and
~;eryone has ample time to get
their rosters in witli necessary
information
listed.
...
.
-. 
Each roster should contain:
(1) List of all players, giving
first and last name; their box
number or if commuter, their
,telephone number.
, (2) Name your team and place
the name on top of the roster.
(3) List whether you wish your
team to be placed in the strong
division or the weak division.

INFORM

Indians Soccer
WOMEN'S <;:ROSS
COUNTRY

all-tJne Bryant carrier leading

J. Gaynor

. l'he match was the first of a 13
game schedule for the Indians
this fall .
The Indians super start came
to a halt this past Tuesday when
they were matched up against
the Babson Beavers, semi
finalists in last years NCAA
National College Decision
Championships.
Despite the 3-0 score to
Babson Coach Feeley saw some
~ncouraging sighs "This is the '
best we have done against
Babson in the II year history of
our series." commented the
Indian mentor.
"We have a very young team
with a lot--of potential. It may
take a few more games to put it
all together, but we can be a
stronger team than last year."
Feeley has only two returning
starters from last year's squad,
which posted the best record of ,
any Bryant soccer team in the
last five years.

sco ~ r.

Coach Reinhardt has been
trying for years to get women
interested in cross-country here
at Bryant.
He has finally
succeeded. Janice
Hachadouflan became the first
woman to run a 'cross-country
race wearing the Bryant colors.
She did so when she participated
in the Northeastern Invitational
in Franklin Park in Boston last
Saturday.
Janice went out with the
leaders but soon succumbed to
the inexperience of running 5000 ~y Gary Goldberg in coopera
meters (3.1 mile) on the brutal tion with the Director of Sports
hills of the Park. It was only
Information.
Janice's second race and she
the Bryant soccer season got
performed very admirably. Her
underway
last Saturday with a 4time was a very respectable 26:03 ,
good enough for IOlst place in a 1 .ory over Worcester State.
The two outstanding stars for
relatively large field. Janice's,
the
Indians were Dave
next effort will come in the
Anderson,
a freshman from
Codfish Bowl;lt Franklin Park
Warwick,
Rl
who added a pair
on October 14th.
of goals, and Steve Looney the
Anyone interested in running
women's cross-country contact
Fred Reinhardt in Office 217.

(4) Check rulings on each sport
'before turning in roster and
make sure you have enough
players on you,r roster. Sports d6
vary so check this carefully.
ELIGIBILITY •
All students registered as fulJ
time undergraduates shall be
eligible to participate in
intramural sports sponsored by
the College, except as noted
below:
(I) Members of varsity or sub
varsity squads may not compete
in that particular sport, i.e., a
varisty basketball player may
not play intramural basketball.
(2) One forfeit and your team
will be eliminated from league
play.
(3) A team shall forfeit any
contest in which an ineligible
player participates.

. Woman's
Varsity Tennis

by Joyce Stockman
What could Worcester Poly
Tech and Bentley College
possibly have in common? Both
schools were defeated by
_Bryant's Women's Var.sitv

POSTPONEMENTS, FOR
FIETS AND PROTEST
(1) Postponements--no
scheduled contest shall be
postponed, except with the
consent of the Intramural
Director, Bob Reali. Postpone
.ments will be rare in team
sports.
(2) Forfiets-a contest shall be
declared forfeited to the team or
individual ready to play in cases
where the o,eponent fails to
appear within the scheduled

starting time limit. For most
sports this limit is 15 minutes .
(3) Protest-all protests must
be declared at the time of the
alleged infraction and submitted
in writing to the Director of
Intramurals, Bob Reali by 12:00
Noon of the next school day.

..

No.4, Ann Marie Sarela No.5,
and Lori McCurry No. 6. Th~
"Chris E~e~t look alike," Loren
Buonocox is No.7. Libby Merril
is No.8.
Cindy Caldwell & Sandra
Kuller, the number one doubles
team, have no mercy! They have
destroyed Worcester Poly Tech
6-1, 6-0; attacked Bentley 6-4. 6
2; and smeared Stonehill6-1 .6
2. Cindy and Sam, if persistent
"will probably be the best
doubles team in the state." (Last
year Cindy played No.2 singles.)
Both girls are vital to the team
.this season.
I

BRYCOL MUG CLUB!
$2.,QMUG

25ctBEERS
for

Starts:

MUG CLUB

Wed.
Sept. 27

MEMBERS
.

, Tennis Team last week. For the
first match of the season, Bryant
defeated WPI 6-1 at home.
"Take the match and run."
That's the new team mott.o.
After 45 minutes on Bentley
courts, the Bryant players
packed up their rackets to head
home victorious, 5-0. Bryant
managed to win 54 out of 60'
games.
This year's team ladder '
possesses a strong backbone.
Playing No.1 and No.2 singles
are returning Ellen Turton and
freshman Shelley Tahan . .
Following the leaders are Pat
, Kincham No.2, Lynn Donnelly

c:.:L

1.:.
.I.'.
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Presently, after one loss to'
Stonehill, the team stands 2-1..
The forecast clearly wiIl be a
challenge. The next two matches
against Clark and SMU could
boost the record just a bit higher.

Mick's Picks
Oakland
Tampa
'Baltimore
Chicago
Cincinnati
Denver
Dallas
Los Angeles
Miami
NY Giants
~tsburgh

Specials for Mug Club every week!!

.~

San Diego
Seattle
Washington

over
over
over
ovc:r
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over

New England
Atlanta
Buffalo
Minnesota
New Orleans
Kansas City
SL Louis
Houston
Philadelphia
San Francisco
Cleveland
Green Bay
Detroit
NY Jets

Last Week-9 and 5 (_&let than 4 li nd 10)

